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Smith & Machinist,

Co'W set screw», tape, 'Ilea anil drille made an
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Bailey,

location thereof to the said town ol WootMi >ck.
i>ut refused «ο to do on the said 9th day of May,
1·«β. Wherefore your petitioners, considering
themselves aggrieved bv such refusal, prav that
In «uch case
your honors may, agreeably to law
made and provided, locate such way. (this petition lielng witnin one year from such refusal.'
ind take such further action tlicrvon as 1· by law
In such ease made and provided.
Woodstock. Mav 12. 19t«
H. Ε LITTLEKIELD and others.
STATE OK

MAI Λ Κ.

oiNTï ur Oxruai>, se:
I'M'.ml of County Commissioner», May «es-ton,
1MKL
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory
evidence having lieen ncelVed that the
the
er- are responsible, ami that inquiry into
IT is
merits of their application Is
1 tKL>£KKl>, that the County Commissioner» meet
at the Ulen Mountain House In Bryant's Pond,
•lune U, I'JtB, at nine of the clock λ. M.,
and thence proceed to view the route mentlone·! in sahl
petition; immeiilately after
which view, a hearing of the partie* ami
their witnesses will be ha<l at some convenient
place in the vicinity, and such other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners shall
And it is further Οκυκκκι», that
iuiiire proper.
notice of the time, place ami purpose of the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all
bv causing
persons ami corporations Interested,
atteste·! copies of said petition and of this on 1er
thereou to be served upon the Clerk of the
Town of Woodstock, in said County, and also
guisted up in three public places In said town
and published three weeks successively in the Oxford lVmocrata newspaper printed at Parts In
said County of < >xford, the first of said publlallons, and each of the other notices, to
lie made, served and posted, at least thirty
the end that
lays before said time of meeting, to
all persons and corporations may theu and there
have, why
tf
shew
and
they
cause,
any*
appear
the prayer of said petitioners should not be
t

petitionexpedient.

granted.
ΛTTK8T:—CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.

Λ true copy of said Petition and Or 1er of
Court thereon.
Attkst -CHARLES F WHITMAN. Clerk
To the Honorable Hoard of Couuty Commissionera in an·! for the Count ν of Oxford
We, the undersigned citizen* of the towns of
I.ovell and »toi chain, in said Couuty, most reape· tfully represent, that common convenience
anil nerf-.-ity require an alteration In the highStuncham,
way leading from North Loved to Kast
lo wit Commencing near the foot of tne Gaminon Hill, so-called, which l« situated near North
around said hill on the
l-ovell; thence to
north westerly side, and to Intersect with said
the
higliw.iv at of uear the top of --aid hill; and
discontinuance of that part of said highway lying
U'tween the commencing point, and the terminus,
or place of Intersection, as above «et forth.
1'ated at Lovell, Maine, March S&. 1'JUti.
LKWIS E. McA LlsTER and others.

proceed

STATE OF ΜΑΜΕ.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
Boar·! of County Commissioners, May

session,

the foregoing petition, satisfactory evidence having been received that the petitioner»
merits
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the
"f their application is expedient,' IT IKOM>KlU£l>,
that the county Commissioners meet at the
More of t,ie*>rge Harrlman A Son In North
nine
Lovell
Village, August £>, UNS, at
of the clock a. *., and thence proceed to
mentioned In said peti"lew
route
the
a
which view,
after
tion, Immediately
will be
hearing of the parties ami their wltuesses
had at some convenient place In the vicinity
and such other measures taken in the premises
And
as the commissioners shall judge proper.
It Is further OklifclLKD, that notice of the time,
meeting
place and purpose of the commissioners'
aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations Interested, by causing attested copies of
lie
said petition, and of this order thereou, to
served upon the clerk of the town of Lovell.
aforesaid, and also posted up In three public
weeks
places in said town, tml published three
Democrat, a
successively in the Oxford
In said Coun
Parla,
at
newspaper printed
aud
ty of Oxford, the llrst of said publications,
each of the other notices, to be made, served and
said time of
before
at
least
days
Issued,
thirty
meeting, to the end that ah persons and corporations may then and there appear and shew cause,
t' any they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioners should not be granted.
ATTItaT:—CH A Κ LES F. WHITMAN. Clerk
Λ true copy of sal·! petition and order of court

thereon.
Attest—CHARLES Γ WHITMAN. Clerk.

NOTICE·

Notice Is hereb/ glveu that 1 shall not occupy
and
tlie part of uiy farm known as the northerly
in Albany,
westerly part of lot No 11, Range 8,
and
north
lot
Hill
lying
Birch
meaning all of my
west uf a spotted line around my pasture being
There
named).
above
lot
of
the southeast corner
defore 1 shall not build fence around the above
lot 11,
scribe·: northerly and westerly pait of
t
wil
as
known
rauge 8, which will hereafter be
land of Maine.
ANNA r. FLINT.
Albany, May Sth, 1903.

>
NOTICE.
she has
The suliecrtber hereby gives notice that
last will
the
of
been duly appointed executrix

and testament of
MARY U. TIBBETTS, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directe. AU venons having
are
demands against the estate of said deceased
and
desire·! to present the same for settlement,
All indebted thereto are requested to make pay

Immediately
May lith. lau».

ETTA ST A

DOCS

FOUND !

nwnt

RBI RD.

has

good looking yellow aa white dog
have by
into my possession that tt.e owner can
proving property and paying charge·. Inquire
at Andrews House Stable.
WALTER V. LADE.
South Parla, Me.. M*y U, 1MB.
A

eon*

#

PLACE OF TILLAGE.

Correapoiuli

try.

The raisin·; «»£ young animals is one of
tlu· most natural adjuncts of dairy farming. lu my observation there has been
respect in
a decided fallim; ott in this
the Atlantic states during the last twenty-five years. The cows have increased
but the raising <>f young cows and the
pork crop has decreased. This constitutes one of the distinctive differences
between butter dairying in Wisconsin
and dairying for milk in the east. More
than twice the number of young heifers
are matured to cowhood, ami four times
as many pigs arc raised in proportion to
the number of cows kept, in my opinion,
in Massachusetts. The
as is the case
feeding value of skim tnilk with us
varies from 27 cents per 100 pounds
when fed to youug pigs, at present prices
of pork, live weight, to 35 cents when
fed to likely young grade Jersey. GuernThis
sey or Uolstcin heifer calves.
makes a handsome addition to the reveeastern
nue, per cow. Many of the
farmers seem to have lost the art of
was
raising young stock. It is time it
taken up again, and in creamery districts
and where private butter making is
carried ou, it is just us practicable to do
this east as well as west. With plenty
of fresh skim milk, separated on the
farm by the aid of the farm separator,
and middliugs, barley or cornmeal. it is
comparatively easy to make a good profit,
on raising young calves to two-year-old
cows, and young pigs to 150-pound porkThe fresh skim
anil

poultry galore.

ers,

milk unlocks all these possibilities.
The highest profit is found in turning
all these to market when youug. The
150
pigs especially should not exceed food
pounds weight, for after that the
of
of daily support decreases the ratio
remains
protit very rapidly. Then there
to
the importing of iucreased fertility
the farm. The old cheese making districts of New York show what it means
farm.
to semi all the milk away front the
The farms there do uot raise half the
Hoard
cow food they once did.—W. D.
in Prairie Farmer.
Horses Suffer for Water.
Allow me to call attention to a subject
of interest to horse owners—a practice
that, to my uiiud, is decidedly wrong.
It relates to the watering of horses.
All dry feeds are absorbents of moisture
—and many of the ailments that the
to, even when not showhorse is

subject

to
ing any detinite symptoms, are owing
the lade of fluid, and especially water.
If the nerves are dessicated from feeding
then it
dry feeds through lack of fluids,also
sufis certain that other tissues are
the
fering from the same cause and
wheels of the machinery are being clogis
reason of waste matter which

ged by

I
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is best. If this is not available, choose
If
a soil that is well tilled with humus.
not already tilled, make it so by using
stable manure, or establishing a good
sod. In selecting varieties choose those
that do well in your locality, for the
same variety will vary in different places.
As to method of caring for the young
orchard, after tilling the soil with huwhile
mus endeavor to accumulate more
trees are growing, and or be economical
in using that already supplied. The
the
poiut aimed at is to have the soil when
trees come into bearing iu that spongehuof
like consistency from abundance
in the producmus, that is so beneficial
tion of choice fruit. Many advise cultivation, but cultivation is a burning-out
accumulated
process that destroys your
humus very rapidly. It entails an extraorand in
dinary expense iu labor, fertilizer
sowiug clover crops to restore or keep lip
the supply of ueeded vegetable mould.
Now this new or mulch method aims
to supply the ueeded humus by establishing a good sod of clover. Blue grass
and orchard-grass, which is mowed each
Surare best.
year in July and August,
face this with the aftermath, and the
annual crop of leaves which is held by
the sod makes more than a sufficient
best
supply of vegetable matter foratthe
a very
results in fruits, and does it
moderate cost. But little pruning was
done, but thorough spraying was practiced, also careful grading and packing
of the fruit. The specimens shown by
Mr. Ilitchiugs were acknowledged to bo
of tine appearance aud high quality."—
Maine Farmer.
While at South Paris last week wo took
advantage of the opportunity to run up

Mountain View Farm ami look over
the stock of horses to be found there, in
cluirge of T. A. Witmore, an experienced
trainer and driver whom Mr. Howlaiul
has been fortuuate enough to secure to
handle his string. Since our visit to
Mountain View a modern stable, 100x40
feet, constructed upon the most modem
and approved methods, has been erected
and is now being occupied by the good
stock to be found there. The stable has
50 large roomy box stalls, and the finish
not be
throughout is hard piue. It will in
the
many months before every stall
stable will be tilled with something worth
looking at. Already the stallion American Law is beginning to make his personality seen and appreciated at Mountain View. Individually he is a very
tine horse, and one that it is a pleasure
of
to look upon, and he is getting some
the best colts to bo found in the state.
Mr. Witmore has been looking over some
of his get in that vicinity, aud will advise their purchase in the near future,
lie will train American Law a little later
in t he season, and says that he has already
shown him a, 30 gait in the road cart.
He is also handling the mare Viola
Wilkes, and is muck pleased with the
hor. The crop
progress he is making with
of American Law yearlings at the farm
well as
are a great credit to their sire as
their dam. At another time^when wo
look
to
can have a better opportunity
Witover the many good things that Mr.
more has in hand we shall take pleasure
in giving our readers a detailed description of some of the best of them. Outside of the horses the farm stock under
the superintendency of Mr. Andrews,
who came to the farm late last fall, is
all looking tinoly. Mr? Andrews is sowthis
ing and planting a very wide area
season, and will surely have something
to feed the critters on when harvest
time arrives. Mr. Andrews is a practical'farm superindent, who always had
he
things looking about right, and when
has been at Mountain View 'ong enough
to got things straightened round everythereabout will shine, or he won't
to

properly carried away.
Water does a threefold service—it
the
feeds, it moistens, and carries away
the
cinders of the body furnace. Vor
want of it the animal is exposed to mauy
and various dangers. I want to emphasize that the way the majority of people
water
water their horses, or fail to
tlieiu, is wrong. To illustrate: A farm
or a
team comes from the field at night,
in
road team from the road, or is idle
to
the stall. It is the usual practice
all
is
water them before feeding; that
just
right. They drink or do uot drink,
time
as their systems demand for the
water
need
being; and often they do not
with
until they have been replenished
feed. The feeder gives them the night's
feed, sufficient until morning.
conThe owner or driver or feeders
well
sole themselves their horses are
cared for, not taking into consideration
that it takes feed ana wator both to make
Aftur the horse
a healthful digestion.
feed
has eaten a quantity of the night's
horse and iiud
go to the stomach of the
the thing
the feed in its dry state, except
Farm and Home.
and be there.—Turf,
saliva that was used to masticate it,
not

general principle and sound philosfeed is
ophy, in a majority of cases the
uot moist enough for proper digestiou.—
Fireas a

Ο. H. Smith, in "Farm, Fit Id and

side.

"

Do not neglect the vegetable garden.
Xo acre on the farm pays so well.
Here is intensive farming. It funishet
not alone green stuff for rummer use,
but the surplus sweet com, lima beans,
extra tomapeas, etc., can be dried; the
toes and small fruits n»n—d ; the pota
toe·, turnip·, etc., boosed fair winter.

'èfêg'&'êië
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BKS1

clover sod is ploughed foi
potatoes, or where good manure thai
paired.
has uot been allowed to leach or beat is
VlBKKT I». PARK,
applied liberally for farm growing potatoes, an application of commercial
Licensed Auctioneer,
nitrogen is not generally considered
MAINS,
The Watering of Livestock.
SOUTH PARIS,
necessary. On the other hand, if the
Moderate.
•ferme
J. B. R., Irving, X. Y., writes: Please
follow another crop, such as
potutues
to
when
is
time
watei
the proper
state
corn, aud there is no vegetable substance
jlSBEE A l'ARKKR,
stock—before or after feeding grain— to
plough under, and where the growth
Attorney· and Counsellor· at Law,
and at wiiat intervals, or does it makt
of tops cannot be expected to be vigorMAINS.
difference?
no
υ
Κ
ALLS.
ΚΟΚ
Κ I'M
ous, nitrogen will likely be found a profAnswer: The very best short answei
A Special Collection Department.
itable investment. Thus we find that
T. Parke
I
to this question is, that
that
could
Ralph
L>.
Blsbee,
give
tieorge
soil conditions must be our best guide
all stuck should have water when theii in
determining whether we shall or shall
L. HICK,
thirst demands it. Some animals, like not invest in
expensive nitrogen. But
some people, require water more freit lias been my experience and observaSurgeon Dentist,
quently than others. Some horses, tion that in ordinary farm soils liberal
MAINS.
SOUTH PARIS,
when idle, will drink twice the water
of phosphoric acid and
that others will when being fed the same applications
a:, my l>e«t work warrante· 1.
not only insure a quicker, more
class of food. And so it is with cattle potash
vigorous growing crop, but add materialand sheep. The natural animal as a rule
Κ. Il p. .JONES,
to the yield and character of the tuwould tirst seek its food and then seek ly
bers.
Dentist,
a stream or pool to furnish water to aid
For my land, where I try to follow as
in itsemulsitication, so that the nutrients
ΜΛΙΝΚ.
three year rotat on
as possible a
NORWAY,
closely
into
the
blood
in the food could be taken
of corn, wheat aud clover, or for the
4.
we
have
to
li—1
to
the
lacteals.
True,
MBce Hour·—9
through
land put in potatoes, wheat, clover, corn
changed the natural animal very much, (with crimson clover sowed in the corn
RATIO WOODBURY, A. M.. M. D.,
first
of
them
in
the
management
yet
to be
plowed down for potatoes), I
principles, or laws which govern diges- have found I get good crops of potatoes
Physician & Surgeon,
of
the
view
all
in
be
must
tion,
kept
with manure and about .">00 pounds per
MAINS.
-OUTH PARIS,
time.
acre of commercial phosphoric acid and
Street.
with
weak
1.'
animals
If
we
have
High
residence,
digesami
Office
potash. This I secure by mixing 1,600
tion it sometimes is advisable to practice
pounds of acid phosphate with 400
f. SMITH,
the watering of them before taking food
of muriate of potash. If I felt I
pounds
into the stomach, and then defer giving needed
nitrogen to insure a good
bought
Attorney at Law,
water until some timo after—a sufficient1 would add :i00 pounds of nitrate
crop,
MAINE
NORWAY,
ly long time for the food to be partly of soda to the mixture, and put half my
Co· erUon·· a specialty.
Horne Bock.
digested—or the water will carry it along application in the row at time of plantBut
the digestive tract too quickly.
and the other half broadcast, just
KURIC'K Jt PARK,
these are the exceptions, not the rule. ing,
as the tirst shoots were coming through
drink
animals
will
be
Most
wanting
f^und
Attorneys at Law,
the ground, to be worked into the sursoon after eating, and therefore should
face by subsequent cultivation.
MAINE.
15KTHEL,
have it. Horses should be given waI have noticed an inclination on the
Bliery C. Park.
A i>ll»on K. lierrlck.
-ter when being used in hot weather every
of many farmers who use compart
two or three hours; and when a horse
UN S. HARLOW.
mercial manures too freely, but not
has been worked or driven all the forea
wisely, to shift on to the fertilizerthe
uoou on a hot day and brought in almost
Attorney at Law,
of the responsibility for
large
part
to
famished for drink, it is cruelty not
MAINE.
are
UlXtiELD.
crop. Ploughing and cultivation
give him a few swallows before he is fed often carelessly done and the crop after
so
a
man
is
j'l.AYTOX K. BKOOKS,
or
Yet
grain.
mauy
hay
is often neglected, with the exafraid of founder that he will not do it, plantiug of the fertilizer making the
Attorney at Law.
but ties hitu in the stable au«l feeds the pectation
for the
crop. This is a great mistake,
Notary Public.
grain, and sits down to his own dinner;
of the soil is no more
stirring
frequent
then leads the horse to the trough aud
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
benelicial to crop growing than it is an
allows him to till himself with water,
aid to securing the best results from the
(.lections receive my prompt per-onal attenaud wonders why the horse has colic. I
tion
commercial manure. The use of these
never saw the horse so hot or sweating
Remittance· made <lay claim I· paid.
manures is sure to carry more
expensive
All matter· reported on promptly.
him
a
not
would
so freely that I
give
reason of
or less disappointment, if, by
[
to
is
needed
It
of
water.
few swallows
their use, there is any relaxation in the
to
and
food
for
stomach
prepare the
of thorough tillage. They
cool down the fevered system. But that operations be
must never
regarded as anything but
allow
is not saying that I would
Farmer.
Veterinary Surgeon,
him to till himself with water. No; not helpers.—Tribune
Tel. phone.
South Pirit,
The facts are, no ironclad
a bit of it.
• irtii <·. an·· Ke-ldenee,
can be laid down regarding the
Sod or Cultivation for the Orchard.
11 nigh Street.
Maine. rule
watering of animals.
In horticultural journals and at fruit
The cow that is in full flow of milk,
much has been said the past
T·. the llonorab'e the Court of County Commis.
conventions
and being kept in a warm barn in win•ion*rr-fur the County of Ox ford, next to be
about the comparative advanwinter
on
at
if
of
hours
farte,
oxford,
lioi l· η In *ald County
ter, will drink water every few
tages of orchards in sod or under clutithe twelfth ilay of May. lifUSr
she has access to it. Yet it is not always
vation. As an example of success with
Humbly -how the subscribers that a town way
neither
before
it
to
havo
her;
hi the town of Woodstock In said County of Ox- convenient
the sod method of treatment the experifori, ginning near the farm buildings owned is it always best, along lines of sanitaMr. G. (J. Hitchings of Newence of
and occupied by Horace K. I.lttlclleTd on the
Τ
a. m. aud watered at 9
fed
at
If
tion.
north side of the Grand Trunk Railway of CanaYork state has often been referred to.
and
at
In
fed
noon,
m.
and
a.
easterlv
given
and
again
Woodstock,
M··!··
da, iu MH
At the recent meeting of the Masthe mi»t feasible route serosa land of A. S. Brywater tw<> hours later, and again after
sachusetts fruit growers at Worcester,
ant an I land of H. G. Wyman to the County road
will not suffer for
she
the
feeding,
night
of
lie
□ear the hulldlnff* of S. G. Wviiim, would
Mr. llitchin^s was secured as one of the
cows twice a day.
great public convenience; that a petition .-tsklug drink. Water dry
His lecture was in part as
speakers.
Se
to
the
water
for said location was duly presence*!
Sheep are the ones that will need
follows:
lectman of «aid Woodstock bv the subi-crlbers
as
they
by them the most of all animals,
hereto, who thereafter on the flrst day of May,
"The mulch or sod mo! hod that I pracin sips, now and then, more than
gave written notice of their Inten tions, to oe drink
differs very radically from the s»h!
tice
In
as
In
two
public places
other animals: and they need it fully
posted for seven davs.
as usually understood, and many
method
said town of Woodstock, In the vicinity of the
The
watering
much as other auimals.
thereof: and
liave drawn wrong conclusions from this
propo-ed war, giving the termiulselectmen
reother
of
lot
a
like
did of auimals,
things,
in pursuance ot said notice said
fact. In selecting a site for an orchard,
meet as therein state·! at tho time and place quires more sense in the doing than is
choose one with a northern exposure, if
named in said notice, viz
May 'J, 1;«ί·3, «I needed in
theoscientific
a
out
carrying
G.
for the moisture will not evapthree o'clock lu the afternoon at S.
retical principle.—C. D. Smead, V. S. possible,
to view *:dd proW > mau's, toil proceeded
orate so rapidly in summer, and the
or
municipal
I -e< 1 wav, but «aid Selectmen
changes in winter frotn cold to warmth
oiiieer· did unreasonably ncg cct and refuse
Raising More Calves, Pigs and Poul- will not be extreme.
to lav out or locate said way, or to report

Dr. R. 0.
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cab. At 8 o'clock he breakfasted with
them, his Infatuation growing deeper
and stronger as he sat for the hour beneath the spell of those eyes, the glorious face, the sweet, imperial air that
was a part of her, strange and unaffected. A8 they were leaving the dining room he asked if she would not
drive with him.
Iiis ardent gallantry met with a surprising rebuke. lier voice, a moment
ago sweet and affable, changed its
tone instantly to one so proud and arrogant that he could scarcely believe
his ears.
"I shall be engaged during the entire
day, Mr. Lorry," she said slowly, looking him fairly in the eyes with cruel
positlveness. For a moment he dared
a

called by the porter
early the uext morning. The
tralu was pulling Into Washington five hours late. Grenfall
wondered as he dressed whether fortune would permit him to see much of
her during her brief day in the capital.
After the train had come to a standstill he could hear the rustle of her garments in the next compartment. Then
he heard her sweep into the passage,
few
greet her uncle and aunt, utter a
commands to the maid, and, while he

THEY

were

was adjusting his collar and necktie,
ever made
pass from the car. No man
quicker time in dressing than did Lor-

ry"She'll get away, and that '11 be the
end of it," he growled, seizing his traps
and rushing from the train two minutes after lier departure. The porter
attempted to relieve him of his bags
on the platform, but lie brushed him
aside and was off toward the station.
"Nice time for you to call a man, you
idiot," was his parting shot for the porter, forgetting of course that the foreigners had been called at the same
time. With eyes intent on the crowd

not speak.
"I have reason to feel thankful that
you are to be engaged," he said at last
calmly, without taking his eyes from
hers. "I am forced to believe, much to
my regret, that I have offended when
I intended to please. You will pardon

to the sidewalk.

"Baggage transferred?"

ever.

"Cab. sir."
"Go to the devil—yes, here! Take
these traps and checks and rush my
Trunks Just
W
avenue.
etufT to
in on R. and O.," he cried, tossing his
burdens to a transfer man and giving
him the checks so quickly that the fellow's sleepy eyes opened wider than
they had been for a month. Relieved
of his impediments, he returned to the

in the gray ones above. "I was so
uncivil! Perhaps I cannot make you
understand why I spoke as I did, but,
let me say, 1 richly deserved tho rebuke. Pray forgive me and forget that
I have been disagreeable. Do not ask
me to tell you why I was so rude to

unkind
you just now, but overlook my
treatment of your invitation. Please,
Mr. Lorry, I beg of you—I beg for the
first time in my life. You have been
so good to me. be good to me still."
His wrath melted away like snow before the sunshine. How could he resist
such an appeal? "I beg for the first
time In my life," whirled in his brain.
What did she mean by that?
"I absolve the penitent," he said

"Good morning. Mr. Lorry. Are you
in too much of a hurry to see your
friends?" cried a clear, musical voice,
and he stoppai as if shot. The anxious
frown flew from his brow and was succeeded instantaneously by a glad smile.
He wheeled and beheld lier, with Aunt
Yvonne, standing near the main en-

trance to the station. "Why. good uioruliiî,'." he exclaimed, extending his hand
gladly. To his amazement she drew

gravely.
"I thank you. You are etui my îaeaj
American—courteous, bold and gentle.

proffered

Iledi^ek

hand luggage.

We leave Washington

over tor

"I had liopwl yon mignt stay
few days."
"It is urgent business that compels
lie to leave so hastily. Mr. Lorry. Of
all the cities In the world, I have most
desired to see the capital of your country. Perhaps 1 may return some day.
But do not let us detain you if you are
in a hurry."
a

lie started, looked guilty, stammered
about baggage, said he
would return in a moment, and rushed
aimlessly away, his ears tlery.
"I'm all kinds of a fool," he muttered as he raced around the bagage
room and then back to where he had
left the two ladies. Mr. Guggenslocker
had joined them, and they were preparing to depart. Miss Guggcnslocker's
face expressed pleasure at seeing him.
"We thought you would never return,
so long were you gone," she cried gayly. He had l>een gone just two minutes by the watch. The old gentleman
greeted him warmly, and Lorry asked

something

them to what hotel they were going.
On being informed that they expected
to spend the day at the Ebbitt he volunteered to accompany them, saying
that lie intended to breakfast there.
Quicker than a flash a glance unfathomable as It was brief passtnl between

the three, not quickly enough, however,
to escape his keen, watchful eyes, on
the alert since the beginning of bis acquaintance with them, in conjunction
witli his ears, to catch something that
might satisfy iu a measure bis burning
curiosity. What was the meaning of
that glance? It half angered him, for

in it he thought he could distinguish
annoyance, apprehension, dismay or
something equally disquieting. Before
he could stitTen his long frame and
give vent to the dignified reconsideration that ilew to his mind the young
lady dispelled all pain and displeasure,
sending him into raptures by saying:
"How good of you! We shall be so
delighted to have you breakfast with
us. Air. Lorry, if It is convenient for

you. You can talk to us of your wonderful city. I am sure we cannot troublo you much lomrer."

Abortion Prevented

imploring.

"Forgive me," she cried, the blue
steel
eyes battling bravely against the

statiou.

herself up haughtily anil ignored the
hand. Only a brief second did
this strange and uncalled for hauteur
obtain. A bright smile swept over her
face, and her repentant fingers sought
his timidly, even awkwardly. Something told him that she was uot accustomed to handshaking: that same
bomethinu Impelled him to bend low
and touch the gloved lingers with his
face
with
He straightened,
lips.
flushed, half fearful lest his act had
been observed by curious loungers, and
he had taken a liberty In a public place
which could not be condoned. But she
smiled serenely, approvingly. There
was not the faintest sign of embarrassment or confusion In the lovely face.
Any other girl in the world, he thought,
would have jerked her hand away and
gigjiled furiously. Aunt Yvonne in»i>d not
clined her head
pruffer her hand tie wisvïy refrained
from extending his own. "I thought
you had left the station," lie said.
"We are waiting for Uncle Caspar,
instructions.
w'ho is giving
Hedrlck. you know, ia*to go on to New
York with our boxes, lie will have
them aboard ship when we arrive
there. All that we have with us Is

and

;
;

1 do not wonder that Americans can be
masterful men. And now I thank you
for your invitation and ask you to let
me withdraw my implied refusal. If
I shall
you will take me for the drive
be delighted a*··' more than grateful."
"You make me happy again," he said
softly, as they drew near the elder
members of the party, who had paused
to wait for them. "I shall ask your uncle and aunt to accompany us."
"Uncle Caspar will be busy all day,
but I am sure my aunt will be charmed.
Aunt Yvonne. Mr. Lorry has asked us
to drive with him over the city, and I
have accepted for you. When are we

to start, Mr. Lorry?"
Mr. and Mrs. Guggenslocker stared
In a bewildered sort of manner at their
niece. Then Aunt Yvonne turned questioning eyes toward her husband, who
bowed low before the tall

promptly

American and said:
"Your kind offices shall never be forgotten, sir. When are the ladies to be

ready?"
Lorry was weighing In his mind the
advisability of asklnc them to dine in
the evening with his mother, but two
objections presented themselves readily—tirst, he was afraid of this perverse maid; second, he had not Been his
mother. In fact, he did not know that

she was in town.
"At 2 o'clock, I fancy. That will give
us the afternoon. You leave at 0 tonight, do you not?"
"Yes. And will you dine with us this
evening?" Her invitation was so unexpected in view of all that had happened that he looked askance. "Ach,
you must not treat my Invitation as I

For several hours he reveled In her
society, sitting beside her in that roomy
brougham, Aunt Yvonne opposite, explaining to her the many places of In-

terest as they passed.
Their dinner was but one more phase
of this fascinating dream. More than
once he feared that he was about to
awake to find 'jteak unhapplness where

had reigned so gloriously.
As it drew to an end a sense of depression came over him. An hour at most
was all that he could have with her.
Nine o'clock was drawing nigh with its

exquisite Joy

regrets, its longings, its desolation. He
determined to retain the pleasures of
the present until, amid the clanging of
bells and the roll of car wheels, the dismal future began. Hie intention to accompany them to the station was expressed as they were leaving the table.
She had begun to say goodby to him

interrupted,

self consclousneM
forcing the words hurriedly and diejointedly from his Hps:
"You will let me go to the station
with you. I shall—er—deem it a pleasure."
when be

mind being so far away that he heard
nothing save words that another wom-

1 shall go to the office this morn-

find out in a minute and then go home.
· · There won't be
anything wrong
In that And then I may get a glimpse
of her before the ship leaves the pier.
8he must not see me, of course. Never! She'd laugh at me. How I'd hate
to see her laughing at mer*
Then,
sinking back again with a smile of
justification on his face, he muttered:
"We won't turn back; we'll go right
ahead. We'll be a kind of a fool, but
not bo foolish as to allow her to see us
and recogulze us as one."
Before long they arrived at the
wharf, and be hurried to the office
near by.
The clerk permitted him to
look over the list
First be ran
through the first class passengers and
wns surprised to find that there was
in the
no such mime as
Then lie went over the second
list
class, but still no Guggenslocker.
"Hasn't Mr. Guggensloclser taken
passage?" he demanded, unwilling to
believe hie eyes.
"Not on the Kaiser Wllbelm, sir."
"Then, by George, they'll miss the
boat!" Lorry exclaimed. "Maybe they'll
be here in a few minutes."
tinkers to his lips and wafted a klaa
"They can't get anything but steer- out over the water.
age now. sir. Everything else is gone."
"Now ahe'll crush me!" he cried to
"Are you sure they haven't taken
himself, regretting the rash act and
passage?" asked the bewildered Lorry
praying that she had not observed It
weakly.
Her handkerchief ceased fluttering In
"You can see for yourself," answered
an instant, and. with sinking heart, he
the young man curtly.
realized that she had observed. There
Lorry was again In a perspiration, was α moment of indecision on the
this time the result of a vague, grow·
part of the fair one going out to sea,
lug suspicion that had forced Itself inand then the little finger tips of both
he
came
to
to his mind.
Gradually
hands went to her lips and hla klaa
the conclusion that she had fooled bim,
came back to him.
bud lied to him. She did not Intend
While be was still waving his handto sail o:i the Wllbelm at all. It was
and Joy·
all very clear to him now—that strange- kerchief, debating savagely
ness in ber manner, those odd occasion- ously the wisdom of the act. she beal smiles. What was she—an adven- came a part of the distant color scheme.
turess? That sweet faced girl a little The blue ligure faded and blended into
ordinary coquette, α liar? He turned the general tone und could no longer
be distinguished. She was gone, but
cold with the thought
The clanging of bells broke upon his she had tossed him a kiss from Hps
see.
ears, and be knew that the great ship that he should always
Uppermost in his bewildered mind
was about to depart
Mechanically,
Is she not In
disconsolately, he walked out and paced was the question. Why
the broad, crowded wharf. All vu the passenger list? Acting on a sudden impulse, he again sought out the
clerk in charge and made a most thorough inspection. There was no Guggeuslockcr among the names. As a last
resort he asked:
"They could not have sailed under
an assumed name, could they?"
"I can't say as to that. Where are
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they going?"
"Graustark."

chancery.

"Adieu, my American!"
which she could not mlsuuderstand.
The unclc shook hands warmly with

young man and passed up the
stops. She was following when Lorry
cried:
"Will you not allow me?"
She laughingly turned to him from
the steps and stretched forth her hand.
"And now it is goodby forever. I am
so sorry that I have not seen more of
you." she said. He took her hand and
held it tightly for a moment.
"I shall never forget the past few
days." he said, a thrill in his voice.
"You have put something into my life
the

that can never be taken away. You will

forget me bofore you are out of Washington. but I-I shall always see you as

you are now."
She drew her hand away gently, but
did not tolie her eyes from his upturned face.
"You are mistaken. Why should I
forget you—ever? Are you not the ideal

American whose name I bought?
shall always remember you as I saw
you-at Denver."
"Not as I ba*e been since? he cried.
"Have you changed since first I saw

you?" she asked quaintly.
"1 have, indeed, for you

saw me be-

fore I saw you. I am glad I have not
changed for the worse in your eyes.
"As I first knew you with my eyes I
will say that they are trustworthy,
she said tantalizingly.
"I do not .mean that I have changed

externally."

"In any other case my eyes would not
serve," she cried, with mock disappointment. "Still." she added sweepiugly, "you are my ideal American.
Goodby! '-'he man has called all
uboard"

"

"Goodby!" he cried, swinging up on
the narrow step beside her. Again he
clasped her hand as she drew back In
surprise. "You are going out of my
laud, but not out of my mind. If you
wish your eyes to see the change in me,
you have only to look at them in a mirror
They are the change—they themselves! Goodby! I hope that I may see
you

_

again."

She hesitated an instant, her eyes
wavering benêath hie. The train was

moving slowly

now.

Spring Humors

great extent.

drowsiness. He heurd the clock strike
the hours from 1 to 8, when he arose,
thoroughly disgusted with himself. He
worshiped his mother, but in several
instances that morning he caught himself just In time to prevent the utterance of some sharp rejoinder to her
pleasant, motherly queries. Twice she
was compelled to repeat questions, hla

unable to handle the case alone. The endurance of a young and vigorous mind
was required for the coming battle Id

"I pray that we may meet, she sa.d
softly at last—so softly that he barely
she
cried
although
did yours!"
merrily,
heard the words. Had she uttered no
he could detect the blush that returns
sound he could have been sure of her
with the recollection of a reprimand.
response, for it was in her telitale eyes.
"You should profit by what I have
His blood leaped madly. "You will be
been taught." The girl abruptly threw
hurt if you wait till the train is runher arm about her aunt and cried as
ning at full speed!" she cried, suddenly
she drew away in the direction of her
returning to the abandoned merry
room: "At 2, then, and at dinner this
mood. She pushed him gently in her
evening. I bid you good morning, Mr. excitement "Don't
you see how rapidLorry."
ly we are moving? Please go!" There
The young man, delighted with the
was a terror In her eyes that pleased
turn of affairs, but dismayed by what
him.
bowed
seemed a luminary dismissal,
"Goodby, then!" he said.
low. He suited until the strange trio
"Adieu, my American!" she cried
entered the elevator and then sauntered downstairs, his hands in his Q
As he swung out ready to drop to the
pockets, lit» heart as light as air.
ground she said, her eyes sparkling
In an hour he was at home and rewith something that suggested mislating to his mother the story of his
chief, her face more bewitching than
wanderings, neglecting for reasons best
ever under the flicker of the great arc
known to himself the events which oc»
lights:
curred after Denver had been left be"You must come to Edelweiss to see
hind, except for a casual allusion to "a
me. I shall expect you!" He thought
1
At
o'clock,
party of foreigners."
there was a challenge In the tones. Or
faultlessly attired, he descended to the
was it mockery?
he
that
brougham, telling Mrs. Lorry
"I will, by heaven, I Willi' ne exhad Invited some strangers to see the
claimed.
recity. On the way downtown he
A startled expression flashed across
membered that he was In business—
her face, and her Hps parted as If to
the law business-and that It would be
As she leaned forward,
well to drop in and let his uncle know protestation.
stoutly to the handrail, there
he was In the city. On second thought, holding
however, he concluded it was too near
2 o'clock to waste any time on business,
so the office did not know that he was
in town until the next day, and then to Come to most
and cause many
no

IF

Lorry slept that night, he waa
not aware of It All night long he
tossed and thought Her face waa
everywhere. Her voice filled hla
ear with music never ceasing, but It
was not the lulling music that Invites

ful.

In one moment she was unrea-

gracious

CHAPTER V.
SENTIMENTAL EXCHANQE.

ing and do three days' work before
night. That will prove to you that I
am perfectly well."
True to his Intention, he went to the
office early, virtuously Inclined to work.
Mis uncle greeted him warmly and a
loug conference over business affairs
followed. To Lorry's annoyance and
discomfiture he found himself frequently inattentive. Several important cases
were pending, and in a day or two they
were to go into court with a damage
suit of more than ordinary coneequence. Lorry senior could not repress his gratification over the return
of his clever, active nephew at such an
opportune time. He had felt himself

sonably rude and imperious, in the
uext

smile on her countenance.
A white hand fluttered before hi·
eyes, and she was gone. He stood, hat
In hand, watching the two red lights at
the end of the train until they were
lost in the night
was no

nn hud uttered, say, tweniy-four hours
earnestly.
The tall, soldierly old gentleman was before. His eyes were red, and there
waiting to assist his niece into the was α heavy droop to the lids. His
tones were drawling and his voice
coach.
"Go first. Uncle Caspar," the girl Btrangely without warmth. His face
made Lorry happy by saying. "I can was white and tired.
"You are not well, Grenfall," his
easily come up unaided."
"Or I can assist her," Lorry hastened mother said, peering anxiously into his
to add, giving her a grateful look eyes. "The trip has done you up. Now,
you must take η good, long rest and recover from your vacation."
He smiled grimly.
"A man never needs a rest so much
as he does at the end of his vacation,
eh. mother? Well, work will be rest-

my temerity."
There was no mistaking the resentment in his voice or the glitter in his
was
eyes. Impulsively her little hand
stretched forth, falling upon his arm,
while into her eyes came again the soft
glow and to her lips the most pathetic,
appealing smile, the forerunner of a
pretty plea for forgiveness. The change
startled and puzzled him more than

ahead, he plunged along, seeing nobody
in his disapitointed flight. "I'll never
foreive myself if I miss her," he was
Availing to himself. She was not to be
seen in the waiting rooms, so he rushed

Saved a Calf-Saved a Foal.
"I lost four calves and
Hood
had three more cows that
Form showed signs of abortion.
One lost her calf the year
at a little over 8
Abortion before
months. She was about
along and her
furp 7 months
\surc
adder was badly swollen.
The price of grain feed has gone down, I gave her Hood Farm Abortion Cure as
the
as compared with a year ago, yet
directed for three weeke. The swelling all
by left her and two months later she dropped
price of butter and cheese is higher
be enbest calf on the farm. I bad a mare
quite a figure. This should business. the
that showed signs of abortion. Gave her this
souragement for increased
and she foaled a'llvlng colt." R. C.
The time to push is when there is most remedy
Thompson, Dows, Iowa.
money in sight.
Two sises-SI and f2JS0. Large four times
dollar sise. Call for treatise on Abortion
and Failure to Breed.
While the weather has been favorable
Hood Farm Remedies are for sale by
for spring's work of all kinds there is
Sooth Paris Me.
need of rain in every part of F. A. Shuktlkff A Go*
now

great
the state.

Fie expostulated gallantly aiid delightedly anil then hurried forth to call

CHAPTER IV.

TUE INVITATION EXTENDED.

tonluht."

McCUTCHEON

GEORGE.BARR

She raised her eyebrows slightly, bat
thanked him and said she would consider it an honor. His face grew bot
and his heart cold with the fancy that
there was in her eyes a gleam wblcb
said, "I pity you. poor fellow."
Notwithstanding his strange misglv·
ing and the fact that his pride had sustained quite a perceptible shock, he
drove with them to the station. They
went to the sleeping car a few minutes
fore the time set for the train's departure and stood at the bottom of the
steps, uttering the goodbys, the godspeeds and the sincere hope that they
might niifet again. Then came the
•3l::irp activity of tlio trainmen, the hurry of belated passengers. Lie glanced
soberly at liis watch.
••It is i) o'clock. Perhaps you would
letter get aboard." he said, and proccodod lo assist Aunt Yvonne up the
stops. She turned and pressed his hand
gently before passing into the car.
"Adieu, good friend. You have made
It so very pleasant for us." she said

people

troubles,—pimples, boils and other

eruptions,

that tired

besides loss of appetite,
fits of biliousness,

feeling,

indigestion and headache.
The

sooner one

TUey luncnea togetner, ine eiaer eager and confidential, the other respectful and—absentmlnded. In the afterBoon the Junior went over the case and
renewed search for authorities and
opinions, fully determined to be constant in spite of his inclination to be
fickle. Late in the day he petulantly
throw aside the books, curtly informed
his astonished uncle that he was not
feeling wall and left the office. Until
dinner time he played billiards atrociously at his club; at dinner bis mother sharply reproved him for flagrant
inattentions; after dinner he smoked
and wondered despondently. Tomorshe was to sail! If he could bat
her once more!
At 7:30 his mother found him in the

searching diligently through
the volume or the oni-ycu.pidla that
When 'she asked
contained the G's.
what he was looking for, lie laughed
idiotically and in confusion informed
her that he was trying to find the name
of the most important city in Indiana.

pointed aud disgusted disappointed
because of his submission to sentiment
disgusted because of the man who occupied the next section. A man who
Is in love and in doubt has no patience
with the prosaic wretch who can sleep
—

so

audibly.

After a hasty breakfast in New York
he telephoned to the steamship company's pier and asked the time of sailing for the Kniser Wilhelm. On being
informed that the ship was to cast off
at her usual hour, he straightway called a cab aud was soon bowling along
toward the busy waterway. Directly
he sat bolt upright, rigid and startled
to find himself more awakened to the
realization of his absurd action. Again
it entered his infatuated head that be

was performing the veriest schoolboy
trick In rushing to a steamship pier In
the hope of catching a final and at best
unsatisfactory glimpse of a young woman who had appealed to his sensitive
admiration. A lovesick boy could be
excused for such a display of imbecil-

ity, but

α

man—a

man

of the world!

Never!
"The idea of chasing down to the
water's edge to see that girl Is enough
to make you ashamed of yourself for
life, Grenfall Lorry," he apostrophised.
"It's worse than any lovesick fool
I am blushever dreamed of doing.
ing, I'll be bound. The idiocy, the
rank idiocy of the thing! And suppose
she should see me staring at her out

What would she
on the pier?
of me? I'll not go another foot!
I won't be a fool!"
He was excited and self conscious
and thoroughly ashamed of the trip
there

Into which hie impetuous adoration
had driven him. Just as be was tugging at the door in the effort to open it
that he might order the driver to take
him back to the hotel a sly tempter
Forming in combination the Spring whispered something in hie ear. His
Medicine par excellence, of unequalled fancy was caught, and be listened:
the blood as
"Why not go down to the pier tad
strength in
look over the passenger list Just to see

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

shown

purifying

by unequalled, radical

and per-

if she has been booked ufely? That
manent cures of
would be perfectly proper and sensi··«* **eum
•orofula
ble, and, besides, it will be a satisfac•cald Head!
loll·, Pimple· tion to know that |ke gets off all right
Certainly! There's nothing foolish In
All Kind· ·ί Humor Ρ·οΠ··Ι·
that · · · Especially as I am right on
Rheumatism
Blood Poleonlng
· · And as I bare
the way there. ·
Catarrh
Dyspepsia, Ito
· · ·
there's no sense in
come so far
be
suret·
Accept no substitute, but
going back without seeing· whether
· I can
she has secured passage. ·
get Jlood^and gal tt todaji

aiiuw*

uia

uimu

very strange that your friend*
not on the list"
So Lorry went away discouraged and
with a vague fear that she might have
been α prima donna whose real nam·
was Guggenslocker, but whose stag·

seems
ire

He boldly placed hU finaert to hU Up·
and wajted u kU».
of
excitement Then

ate puffpeople, the shouts. i..«:
ing of tugs, the cl»ur:»ii:; »( water, and
the Kaiser Wilhelni was υίϊ on ite long
Half heartcdly, miserably
voyage.

tomorrow!
Important busiuess—Juet
remembered it you know—ahem! Good· parts of the ship. Some strange power
to the forward deck,
by, mother! Goodby!" lie had kissed drew them again
an

the sleeves. The door slammed, and
he was off to New York.
The train was ready to pull out when
he reached the station, and it was only
by a hard run that he caught the last
platform, pantiug, but happy. Just
twenty-four hours before she had left
Washington, and it was right here that
she had smiled and said she would
expect him to come to Edelweiss. He
had bad no time to secure a berth In
the sleeper, but was fortunately able
to get one after tuking the train. Grenfall went to sleep feeling both disap-

IlUlll

phatically.
"I was» going to say there are a lot
of Italian and German s'ngers on the
ship, and you might have been mistaken.
But since you are so positive it

and In a dazwl condition he fouud a
She was glancing at the books in the
in the front row along the rail.
startled
by hearing place
case when she was
were teare in his eye·, tease of
There
him utter an exclamation and then
shame and mortification. She
anger,
leap to his feet.
had played with him!
"Half past 7! I can make It!"
Gloomily hi· disappointed eyee swept
"What is the matter, Gren, dear?»
rail of the big steamer, half
"Oh!" he ejaculated, bringing bimaelf along the
interested in spite of themselves. Twice
"I
start
a
forgot—er—ye·,
with
up
a certain point on the formother, I'll Just have time to catch the they passed
uncouscious of a force that
ward
deck,
have
Will
kindly
know.
you
train, you
them in that direction.
Mary clean up this muss of books and was attracting
them to setI'm off, you see, to New The third time he allowed
eo forth?
instant on the group of faces
York—for a day only, mother—back tle for an
and figures and then stray off to other

her and was in the hall before she fairly understood what he was talking
about. Then she ran after him, gaining the hallway in time to see him pass
through the street door, his hat on the
side of his head, his overcoat fluttering
furiously as be shoved his arms Into

JOUIJfc

"Are you sure that you hv the
young lady on board?"
"Well, rather!" exclaimed Lorry em-

row

library

lilt*

accord.

see

gets rid of them the think

better, and the way to get rid of them
and to build up the «yetem that has
suffered from them is to take

1>UI

slowly, Lorry's shaking In unconscious

and this time he was startled into
intent stare. Could he believe those
eyes? Surely that was her figure at
the rail-there between the two young
women who were waving their handkerchiefs so frautically. His heart began

to

jump up and

doubtingly, impatiently.

wildly,
Why could

down,

not that face be turned toward the
wharf as the others were? There waa
the blue coat, but not the blue cap; a
jaunty sailor hat sat where the never
to be forgotten cap had perched. The
change was slight, but it was sufficient
to throw him into the most feveriah
state of uncertainty^, An Insane deaire
to shout a commarid to this strange
young woman came over him.

The ship was slowly opening a gap
between herself and the wharf, and he
knew that in a few moments recognition would be impossible. Just as he
was losing hope and was ready to groan
with despair the face beneath the sailor hat was turned squarely in his direction. A glaze obscured his eyes; a
numbness attacked his brain. It was

name was

something

more

euphonious.

He instantly put away the thought
and the fear. 8he was certainly not an
He drove
opera singer—impossible!
back to his hotel and made preparations for his return to Washington.
Glancing casually over the register, he
came to the name that had been haunting him—Guggenslocker! There were
the names, "Caspar Guggenslocker and
Without hesitation
four. Craustark."
be began to question the clerk.
"They sailed on the Kaiser Wllhelm
today." said that worthy. "Tbafs all
I know about thon». They cum ο yesterday and left today."
Mr. Grenfall Lorry returned to Washington as in a dream—a fairy dream.

The air of mystery that had grown
from the first wus now an impenetrable wall, the top of which his curiosity could not scale. Even his fancy,
his imagination, served him not There
was but one poinV on which he was
satisfied—he was in love. His own con-

dition was no mystery.
Through the long hot summer h·
worked aud worried and wondered.
Bat
her!
He must know all

abo(ut

how?

The <»arly months of autumn found
him pale and tired and indifferent alike
to work nud play. He found no pleasure in the society that had known him
as a lion. The doctor told him he wu
approaching nervous prostration. His
mother's anxious eyes could no longer
be denied, so he realized grimly that
there was but one course left open to
him. Ile suggested it to the doctor, to
his mother and to his uncle, and they

him. It Involved Europe.
Having fully decided again to cross
the sea, his spirits revived. He became
more cheerful, took an interest in things
that wert? going on, and by the time the

agreed with

Kaiser Wllhelm sailed in September
the picture of health and lif·.
He was off for Edelweiss —to the
strange Miss Guggenslocker who had
thrown him a kiss from the deck that
was

Miss Guggenslocker!
sailing day.
A pair of big glasses was leveled at
[TO Bbi CONTINU KO,J
him for a second and then lowered. He
and
face
her
on
smile
plainly saw the
A TUrer story.
the fluttering cambric in her hand. He
There is a story current at Kaloang,
waved his hat and then his handkercentral China, about a tiger which gave
ehief/obtalnlng from her vigorous and
trouble in that quarter. A missionary
unrestrained signs of approbation. Rer
and his wife had been worried by the
far·· was wreathed in smiles as she
tiger prowling nightly around their
leaned far over the rail, the picture of
home. They determined to he rid of
animated pleasure.
it and one night tied a cow up In the
Milking sun» that her uncle and aunt back yard and a dog at the front of the
were not visible, lie boldly placed hi·
house. Then they armed themselves
with guns and kept watch. The tiger
appeared. The missionary fired and
killed the cow. The wife rushed to
see what had happened, and la her absence the tiger ate the dog.

HYLOCH

Tbe

Shylock

was

the

who
human

man

Insatiable Publie.

Citizen—When you were running foe
the place, you were full of promises οt

what you would do for the public; now
wanted a pound of
you don't seem to care a penny for the
There are many public.
flesh.
I said I was ready
Shylocks now, the convales- toLegislator—When
do anything the public wanted, X
cent, the consumptive, the thought my election was what the pub-

sickly child,

the

pale young

human flesh
and they can gejt it—take
Scott's Emulsion.
woman, all want

lic desired. They've got that, and sow
they want a lot of other things. It
looks as though the public would nersf
be satisfied.—Boston Transcript

He Realljr Wanted to Work.
I hear dat yer
cuckoo clock is out of order.
The Lady-Wbat of that?
Gritty George—Well, I just want te
eay dat I'll sit around an' do de crcfcooln' every hour fer me board an' lodgtoT.
I'm always willin' to work.—Philadel-

Gritty George-Lady,

Scott's Emulsion is flesh
and blood, bone and muscle.
It feeds the nerves, strengthens
the digestive organs and they
feed the whole body.
phia

nearly thirty

For

years

Scott's Emulsion has been the
giver of human flesh.

great

We will send you a couple of
ounces free.
SCOTT * BOWNB. Chemist·.
400-415 Pearl Street. New York·
fx. aad |mb i «U draggMa
*

Record.

Hie Good Hearted Gum.

"Jimsley thinks his wife is an ·»gel."
"That so? Why, I didn't know Jlnsley was married."
"He le a widower."—Kansas CM?
Journal.

Sixty-one

000
are

million ont of tbe

121,000,·

which make up Span's are*
mountalu and waste land,
acres

THE OXFORD BKABS.

ESTABLISHED UBS.

Bethel.

Mr. Arthur Soule of Weetbrook oothe pulpit of the Univerealiet
ΓΗΕ DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU church Sunday, May 17.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
Wednesday, Rev. C. N. Gleason went
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
to Wells, where he formerly held a
pastorate, to attend the funeral of a
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, MAY 26, 1903.
Paris Hill.
former parishioner.
Mrs. M. Harrington died of pneumonia
H.
H.
Rev.
Bishop
Klret Baptist Church,
last Wednesday. Besides a husband she
FORBES, I'astor.
ATWOOD &
Preaching every Sundav at 11 Α. X.
left five small children, the youngest an
•Sunday School «t '2 m Junior C. fe. at 2 :S0 p. m.
Editor· ami Proprietor·.
The remains
Y. P. 8. infant only one week old.
"al>i>;«th Evening Service at 7 :S0 p. κ.
Π. Ε. Wednesday evening at 7 :S0 p. m.
Prayer were taken to Lawrence, Mass., for
A. E. Fokbks.
Geokuk M. Atwood.
7:30.
Covenant
Thurndav
at
evening
Meeting
the former home of Mrs. HarMeeting «he laat Frl 'ay before the lit Sunday burial,
The family have the deep symh' the month at 2 30 p. M. All not otherwise con- rington.
Tkkms —#1.30 a year If paid strictly In advancc. nectol are cordially Invited.
pathy of the whole community.
Pastor.
H.
Little.
Universalis!
Kev.
J.
cents.
rhumh,
Otherwise φ-.'.ΰΟ a year. Single copies 4
Mrs. Frances Stow has sold her resiI*reahlng service every Sunday at 11 A. M·
dence on Chapman Street to Mr. Wiley
All legal adTertl*cments *undav School at 13 m.
Al>VKKTI8K*fc.NTe
for
#1.50
Insertions
couswtlve
are given three
of Massachusetts and she and her daughper inch In length of column. Special contracte 1
Miss Jeannie Hubbard, who has been ter, Mrs. Grover, will move to Soutti
maile with local, trau-dent ami yearly advertls
to
returned
in
Boston
fur
several
years,
Paris. Mr. Wiley is a decorator and
ere.
Paris Hill last week, to remaiu for a artistic painter, but impaired health ha*
Job PMsrrWQ —New type, fast presses, steam I
Her many
and
low
month,
longer.
ami
perhaps
workmen
prices
compelled him to seek a home in the
power, experienced
1
com I.lue to m ike this department of our bust
friends here are glad tu welcome her country.
ness complete ami popular.
Mr. Nathan Bean has moved into his
Again.
Mise Agnes Brown, who has been with new home on Railroad Street.
in
Brown
Cuba,
Ε.
T.
the family of Maj.
Mrs. Mary Needham has moved into
Coming Events.
returned home last week, accompanied the Philbrook rent on Main Street.
May is, J9.—Osfonl County teachers' convention. by Miss Edith Brown. Mrs. Brown will
Thursday afternoon the ladies of the
Ox font.
mme later to remain here for the sum- Congregational Society served a supper
.June 3 —Oxford Pomona Ursule, Bethel.
June 10 Dedication of new 1'nlversallsl church, mer.
in Garland Chapel.
Andover.
Kev. II. A. Roberts, formerly pastor of
Thursday evening the Village ImJune 10, 11.—Send annual meeting of Oxford Asthe Baptist church here, now settled provement Society met at the academy
aoctaUou of l'η 1 verbalists, Andover
m Block Island, R. I., is in town for a to consider business of
importance and
tew days, stopping at H. E. Hammond's. to complete the organization which was
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
SunHe preached at the Baptist church
begun at the first meeting.
lay morning.
Thursday, Earl W. Philbrook went to
Quaker Rauges.
his
is
to
take
about
Η.
II.
Rev.
Summer Clothes
the University of Maine as a representaBishop
Summer llorse Blankets.
there
will
no
and
be
vacation,
preaching tive of Gould Academy in the InterBargains In Ladles' Vests.
service at the Baptist church for the next scholastic Prize Speaking May 23d.
Kefrliierators.
The Sunday School will
two Sundays.
The memorial sermon will be preached
See Our Straw Hata.
Calf for Sale.
The Sun- by Rev. F. C. Potter of the M. E. church
meet as usual at 12 o'clock.
Aunual Meeting.
lay evening meetings will be conducted and union services will be held at the
Probate Notices.
7 Notices of Appointment.
by the deacons, the tirst one by Deacon Congregational church. The services of
Wanted, a Partner.
Merrill. The mid-week prayer meetings Memorial Day will be held as announced
Wuteil.
Housekee(x.r
will also be led by the deacons, the tirst previously.
Ladie·' « rappers, 4S cents.
Gould Academy commencement week
For Sale.
by Deacon King.
Two Notices of Bankruptcy.
Mrs. Nancy S., wife of J. S. Mason, will begin with the baccalaureate sermon
Bankrupt'» Petition for Discharge.
iied Wednesday after an illness of a few by Rev. C. X. Gleason Sunday afternoon,
lays from fever, at the age of 75 years. May 81, at the Congregational church.
Law Court Decision.
The funeral on Friday was attended by The senior class have secured lirst-class
Kev. J. H. Little. Mrs. Mason is sur- talent for their concert which will no
UKLCHER VS. INSURANCE COMPANY OF
vived by her husband and the eight doubt receive the liberal patronage so
1>ETO
AWARDED
PENNSYLVANIA
L-hildren which have been born to them. well deserved. The .Eolian Quartette of
The three daughters are Mrs. America Lewistou will be assisted by Mr. John
FENDANT.
Mayliew of North Paris, Mrs. W. X. A. David, reader and impersonator, and
A rescript was last week handed down Daniels of this place, and Mrs. Frank Mr. Frank Holding, violin soloist. The
of
in the case of Richmond L. Melcher
[ Young of West Suiuuer. The sons are latter was most enthusiastically received
Andover vs. The Insurance Company of Wm. S., of this town; Bradley C., who here two years ago, but the other talent
Pennsylvania, which was reported to the is on the police force in Boston; Elmer, will make its first acquaintance with a
Massachusetts; Bethel audience. The graduates always
law court on questions of law. The full who also resides in
George I'.; and Charles Α., of Lewiston. give the public the best, talent and tintext of the rescript follows:
The compromise of a doubtful claim is All but two of thechildreu were present people show their appreciation by a
sufficient and valid consideration for a it the funeral. There were also present generous response.
Oxford Pomona Grange will meet in
promise to pay money for the settlement Mrs. Mason's brother, James Morrison,
An interesting proof such claim, and it is immaterial upon and his daughter. Mrs. Senter. of Dor- Bethel June 2d.
which side the right ultimately proves chester. Mass., and her sister's husband, gram has been prepared.
Vddison Lane of Melrose, Mass.
Riverside Park Association have electto be.
But in order for such a compromise to
Saturday night's frost fortunately did ed officers as follows:
far
Président—H. S. Hastings.
constitute a sufficient consideration for uot tind a great deal of material
Vice l'rteiilent—t>r. I. Λ. Twa<M1e.
the promise to pay. it is necessary that enough advanced to be seriously damagL a. Ha'l.
Secretary—
and
of
the
In
drought, grass
spite
the parties should at least have supposed ed.
Treasurer—K. c Ko we.
til other vegetation had grown very
at the time of the compromise, that the
Voted to hold the annual fair Sept. S, 9,
validity of the claim made was doubtful, rapidly during the warm weather of the and 10.
either because of question as to what tirst of the week, but only a few tender
facts might be susceptible of proof or plants were out of the ground to be
Greenwood,
of a doubt as to the rules of law appli- aipped.
The Universalist Sewing Circle met
cable thereto. The claim must be one
But little idea of the drouth was enterthat is made in >;ood faith, with a belief Saturday afternoon with Mrs. A. P. tained about here until the other
day.
bv the claimant that there is some Stearns. Although the weather was dis- when we had occasion to dig round some
chance of its successful enforcement. igreeable a large number attended and boulders preparatory to
blasting, then
enjoyed the afternoon. the soil was found to be nearly
The surrender of a mere groundless thoroughly
as dry as
claim, which is known by both parties It was voted that the proceeds of tlio fair ashes.
and
current
the
choir
for
be
used
a
sufficient
is
not
paying
to l>e unenforcible,
The editor seems a little skeptical
expenses. The next social circle will be about hedgehogs injuring
consideration.
trees; but if
One Baker was insured by the defend- held Friday evening, June 5.
he will come up to our place we will
Mr. William G. Harlow, Miss Gertrude show him several hemlock and
ant company against loss by tire upon
poplar
him. Harlow aud Miss Koselle narlow of Dix- trees that
a dwelling house then owned by
they have about ruined, and
The policy contained a provision to the tield were guests at George M. Atwood's also one sweet apple tree.
They will cut
effect that it should become void if the from Saturday until Monday.
off limbs nearly half an inch in diameter,
for
the
fun
of the thing,
property insured be conveyed without
apparently just
Wilson's Mills.
the assent in writing of the in surer.
and in a coin field they are much more
Mrs. Jacobs of Colebrook was in Satur- destructive than coons or skunks. Their
Subsequently, Baker conveyed the real
estate to his wife who mortgaged it to day last to visit her «laughter, Ida, who Hesh is worthless as an article of food,
was
the plaintiff. The insurance policy
is teaching the school here.
and they will stick their quills into
never assigned to the grantee and no noMrs. M. A. Bennett is in town visiting everything that touches them.
insurance
to
the
other
was
and
tice
company her brother, F. A. Flint,
given
[The editor has expressed no skeptior its ageut of the conveyance to the wife friends.
cism. he has simply asked for informaor of the mortgage by the latter to the
A greater amount of crops have been tion as to ho to the hedgehogs injure the
plaintiff. Still later, but during the put in, in this locality, than there has forests; a questiou which the above
time covered by the policy, the dwelling beeu for years.
paragraph partly answers.]
house was entirely destroyed by tire.
Two Mormon elders visited the town
Very hot and dry.
It is clear from the foregoing stateForest tires have not reached us as yet. recently, but seem to have come to the
ment that the policy of insurance, so far
Two parties of sportsmen have gone conclusion that we are an incorrigible
as it covered the dwelling house, had beset, and so left without holding any
up the river.
concome void prior to the loss by the
Plum trees and all small fruit are blos- meetings.
the
without
soming profusely.
veyance of the property
Last week, Newton Bryant went to
With the smoke and dust oue is nearly New Gloucester to attend the funeral of
knowledge or consent of the insurer and
without the assignment of the policy.
out
of
doors.
suffocated
his uncle, Alonzo F. Cole. Mr. Cole was
But this action by the mortgagee is
a brother of Mrs.
Erastus Bryant, and
East Bethel.
not brought upon the contract of inonly two are now left of a family of
surance but upon a promise alleged to
Farmers are finishing up spring's work eight children. The other one is a
have been made by the insurance com- and
brother and lives in Mechanic Falls. Mr.
hoping for rain.
of
sum
the
$4<H)
the
to
plaintiff
pay
pany
Memorial Day exercises will be held Cole leaves a widow but no children.
for the purpose of compromising his at the
The frame for Ransom Cole's new mill
cemetery here at 9:30 A. M.
claim against the company. It appears
After the work
Mrs. Emma Merrill spent the past was raised last week.
that in the course of considerable cor- week
was done the crew took supper with his
relatives in this place.
visiting
respondence between the plaintiff and
Miss Rilla Bartlett is helping care for son, AlfonzoCole, who lives near by. D.
the agent of the defendant, the latter, her father, Mr. Jonas Bartlett, who is in D. Cross of Howe Hill is
doing the carliabilthe
time
denying
although all the
penter work.
very feeble health.
to
a
desire
of
the
company expressed
Mamie Brooks called at the Bennett
ity
Oxford.
bring about a settlement of the loss, anil
place recently and reported that her
that he finally wrote the plaintiff offerMr. Ernest Pratt, principal of the High school consisted of ten scholars, and that
ing, in behalf of the company, to pay School, has goue to Pishou's Ferry to see everything pertaining thereto was runthe actual cash value of the buildings at j his mother, who is
ning with clockwork precision.
very low.
the time of the loss, estimated to be S4U0.
Glad to see Bryant Pond represented
Kev. Mr. Newport went to South Paris
This offer was later accepted but was on
Friday, to attend the annual meeting again on the local page. Are incliued to
subsequently withdrawn by the com- of the Oxford County Sunday School think it provoked a smile when the corpany. The action is to recover upon Association.
respondent read about Frank Small's
this promise.
Several eases of measles have appear- milt route.
Upon the undisputed facts, the case ed among the children of the Primary
coming to the law court upon rewort. it School.
villain started a tire in the south part of
is considered by the court that the offer
the town, which burned over sixty acres
for
the
made
relied upon was not
purof timber land belonging to George Cole,
East Hebron.
pose of compromising a doubtful claim.
and Win. Woodis, before
Willie Record and family left this Arthur Noyes
That it can not be believed that the
on Wednesday.
Their goods are it could be subdued. If the scamp who
place
commenced
have
would
any
plaintiff
set the lire could be found out they
not moved but packed for moving.
action against the company upou the
it hot for him.
Mr. Lane has moved into one of his would make
contract of insurance if the offer had not
The drouth has already become a
and is farming.
been made. Nor that the company houses
Mr. Bowman is liked as a teacher very serious matter; the grass that looked so
could have supposed in making this
green and promising three weeks ago
much.
offer, that it was attempting to settle a
has now dried up beyond recovery on
industrious
There
is
work
for
every
doubtful claim. That the company and
the ridges, and all the rest of it will
who
to so occupy his time.
wishes
person
its ageut must have known that no claim
Several
I. W. Marshall has more work than unless we have rain soon.
could be euforced against it, and that
his workmen can perform, so says re- slight thunder showers have passed over
its
involved
there was no danger of
being
each way, but not a drop of rain fell here
That there is no sugges- port.
in litigation.
from any of them.
tion in any of the correspondence that
The young craft still keep up the
Mexico.
this was an offer of compromise, but
custom of
hanging Maybaskets, and
that the whole correspondence sIk ws
Hazen G. Virgin, whose death recently sometimes seem willing to get caught.
that the agent was endeavoring to get occurred in Mexico at the age of GO
a
hawk was sailing round
Recently
the company to pay the loss, notwith- years, was born in Kumford on the farm overhead
preparatory to swooping down
His and picking up a chicken for dinner,
standing there was no liability, and that now owned by Fred A. Porter.
the offer made by the company was not father, Osgood Virgin, was one of the when
suddenly he came down, but not
of
to pay a sum of money for the sake
early settlers of Kumford. His mother in the manner intended. Measurement
was
about
which
there
a
was an aunt to county commissioner R.
settling claim
across extended wings, two feet seven
any question or doubt, but to pay the L. Taylor, Clarisa Taylor, a sister to inches.
full cash value of the property destroyed Sheriff Porter's mother.
Mr. Virgin
Two mothers have lately wept for
according to its estimate of such value. had lived in Mexico many years and was their children, like Rachel of old. but
For these reasons the ease does not a much esteemed and highly respected not
exactly for the same cause. Each
come within the limitation of the rule citizen.
one had a boy several years old, and. as
above stated, that the parties must at
Soon after Mr. Virgin's death a broth- a matter of course wanted a girl this
least have believed that there was some er's widow died, Mrs. Lenora Virgin,
time; but when they both found that
doubt as to the validity of the claim and whose husbaud, Stanley M. Virgin, died nature had decreed it otherwise, their
the action can not be maintained because some two years ago. She died at Dixgrief was so intense as to produce weepthere was no consideration for the prom- tield. Stanley M. had lived many years ing.
But cheer up, mothers, and think,
ise sued.
in Mexico.
or try to think, the next ones will be
for
defendant.
J udgmeut
Then followed the death of Mrs. John just what you want.
Reed of Roxbury, never a resident of
One day last week Edgar Morgan
Here and There.
Mexico, but so well known that she stepped on a nail causing a wound that
seemed to be one of our people.
soon made such trouble as to require
And the next to follow was the young- the aid of a physician. When last heard
Bishop Fallows of Chicago says that
who
of
A.
est
of
toKidder,
from he could only get round on crutches,
"Threo-fourths of the marriages
daughter
Ralph
day are the outcome of introductious at moved to Mexico from Dixtield several and the wound was very painful.
causes
much
This
death
a
will
be
Simeon Farr, the present overseer of
church socials." This
great years ago.
surprise to the managers of church sorrow outside the circle of her im- the town farm, is prostrated with a seMr. Kidder's vere trouble in his back. His son-in-law,
socials in general. who have never known mediate relatives, and
that half the people could even be induc- family have the sympathy of the whole Osgood Swan, is at work for him on the
ed to attend church socials, to say noth- community in their severe affliction.
farm.
Fred Cole has been sick recently, and
ing of tumbling into matrimony there.
it was feared that typhoid fever would
Grafton.
of PennsylvaGovernor
on
of be the result. Ile is now reported as
We were
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Buckfield.

f

West

Falls!

The Last Fight.

Paris.

The weather is unusually hot and dry
Thaddens Allen of Mechanic
epent Sunday with old friends here. He I or the month of May.
is 82 and does his day's work as of old I The farmers are complaining that the
11 lay crop will be ruined on upland
time as we are told.
The Hebron Juniors played with the j ground unless we have rain soon.
Preparations are rapidly being made
Buckâeld Résolûtes Saturday at
school grounds. 8 to β in favor of Reso- 1 >y the local W. C. T. U. for the enterIj ainment of the Oxford County convenlutes.
ion the first of June. A good number
Dr. Heald and J. H. Carey of Salem,
Mass., have caught some good strings of I < >f representative women in the county
trout and black bass from North Pond. vill take part in the program, an outserv'cee under the auspices 11 ine of which will be given in the items
of Odd Fellows and Rebekah lodges were I < >f next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Day and Mr. and
rendered at the Baptist church Sunday I
happy
by the pastor, Rev. Mr. Turner. G. A. R. I tirs. A1 Swift were both made
memorial service Sunday, May 24, by the 1 ast week by the advent of a wee bit of
Ij
household.
into
their
îuraanity
same.
Miss Nina Bryant is rapidly recovering
Ed Phinney's catch of trout in one day
As yet there have
rom the measles.
11
was 110.
Another man caught 60.
Fred Record and G. W. Tilton at the ' )een only three or four cases and it is
lakes caught, Fred a 3 1-2 pound sal- ι lot likely there will be more.
Mrs. A. R. Buckaam is again quite
mon, Bert a 5 1-2 ditto. They caught
11 tick.
some smaller fry.
Wedding cards again, but this time a
George Haskell of South Paris was in
I, louble one. Iza and Ina Curtis, on the
town Sunday.
left
Mary Robinson fell from a stand strik- mnivorsary of their birth, May 16,Curing her head on a pail, making a bad ;he home of their father, Chandler
wound. She is getting on well.
] is, accompanied by two estimable young
Fred A. Robinson, R. H. Morrill, Benj. I nen, and drove to South Paris, where a
was conducted by Rev.
Span Id ing, Jr., and Will Allen have gone I louble wedding
UHod.
to the lakes in one company, and J. Η. I I. H. Little, the ring service being
was married to John
Carey and Will Cressey of Salem, who I Lza Loretta Curtis
to
Leetta
Curtis
are stopping in town, are with another Albert Porter, and Ina
j Charles Henry Martin. The brides wore
party.
do uarried in very pretty traveling suits of
Can't Hartford and Greenwood
white silk
something in regard to the weather? It I ν new shade of blue, withmatch.
Ina
We would waists and other things to
is becoming monotonous.
\ uid Iza are well known in this vicinity
prefer more promiscuousness.
We wish
If you wish to get mad at no one or vnd are highly respected.
life.
nothing just sit down in the wind and I them a long and happy married
I Mr. and Mrs. Porter went to Boston to
attempt to read a newspaper.
will
return
mit relatives and ou their
Mrs. V. P. DeCoster has recently
turned from a delightful visit to Rev. make their home with Mr. Porter's
I parents, Franklin Porter and wife, on
Eleanor Forbes of Gray.
farm. Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Highway bells are being adjusted at the home
the crossings; now stop your horse I «rent to Portland and Rumford Falls on
when the bell rings or forever hold your their wedding trip. Many useful gifte
were received by both couples.
peace.
Mr. H. E. Hamilton is spending a few
News has beon received here of the
death of Mrs. Charles R. Whitten of lays at S. W. Dunham's. Mr. Hamilton
salesAugusta. Mrs. Whitten was formerly I is having a very successful trip as
man for Dunham Bros., boot and shoe
Miss Cora Walker of this village,
she leaves many friends who mourn her tirm.
Mr. Charles R. Dunham of Brattledecease and whose sympathy goes out to
j boro, Vt., also came to Wost Paris on
the bereaved husband.
liis way to a fishing trip in the lake
The auction at the W. II. Atwood

E r MKJJ.

UDBA
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BICHAKUe, QAB'INEB, )

(Gen. Philip H. Sheridan died Aug. 5,1888
What child In all the land
Knows not the story,
Of how Phil 8herldan
Rode Into glory ?
Poet» have told the tale,
With hearts high swelling,
Yet once again, my boys,
Hark to the telling.

thel

11

Eagerly onward,
bayonets
Glltterlngeunward.

pressed

Sudden a sound was beard
Far down the broad way,
Where on toward Winchester
White stretched the roadway.
Faint In the dlstnnoe, yet
Evermore nearlng,
Hark! Did you hear It?
A sound as of checrlng.

re-1

I

|

place |

Saturday drew a good crowd. The entire | region.
afternoou was devoted to selling the I Next Sunday evening the W. C. T. U.
service at
personal property. The real estate not! will hold a union temperance
of a misiiaviug been sold, will now be offered at |i the Baptist church. Iustead
cellaneous program there will be a temprivate sale.
Through the politeness of John N. perance address by the pastors.
and Henry D. Irish, Alfred Cole and thb

Forward

we

go

Sheridan! "berldan!
Lead ami we'll follow!

|

now|
grand-1

prod-1I

|

prac-1

j

AS

prices

AS

styles

many different
at

be

A

to suit all.

We also carry

DAILY

Trunks, Bags and Dress
Suit Cases.

PAPER.

Frothingham,

South

I

·

XOTFE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Itankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
ALBERT A. CONANT.
of Heb-on, Bankrupt. 1
To the creditor» of Albert A. Conant In the
County of Oxford and d^trlct aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the ilth day of
April, A. D- 1903. the paid All.crt A. Conant
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
flret meeting of hie creditors will be held at the
Court House, In South I'arle, on the 37th day of
May, A. I>. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt and transact such other business
as mav properlv come before said meeting.

}

adjudicated bankrupt,

notice.
In tho District Court of the United States for the
District of Ma'.nu. In tiankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
CHAS. E. BENNETT,
of Paris, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of Chas. E. Bennett In
the County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid :
Notice Is herebv given that on the 9th day of
May, A. D. 1903, the said Chas. E. Bennett
was duly adjudicate·! bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
South Paris, on the 27th
Court House, In
day of May, A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock
the said
at which time
In the forenoon,
creditors
may attend, prove their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
ami transact rucn other business as may
properly come before said meeting.
South Parle, May 9th, 1903.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

}

East Sumner.
Members of tlio G. A. R. and Ladies'
Relief Corps will meet at West Sumner
at 11 a. m. on Memorial Day. A lunch
will be served at noon for them. At 1
p. m. an address will be given by W. S.

for 1902. Number of postoffices,
75,024: extent of post routes in miles,
{
507,540; miles of mail service performed
during the year, 474,234,087; gross revenue of postoffice department §121,848,847;
gross expenditure, (124,302,472; paid to

1903.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

ment

Robinson.
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Better results than

minutes.

to 60

20

PARLIN'8 Warranted Spruce Elixir
throat, cough, croup,
from any other cough remedy.

Better results than

etc.

cures sore

prescription by

RE-YI-NO—A famous
a famous physician

for the Stomach, Blood, Liver and Kidneys.
results that can be obtained from any medicine.

The best
it.

Try

Prescription Druggist,

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

South ΡβΓΪβ, Μθίπθ

Next door to Post Office.

CASTORIA For Infants and Chfldreo.

//ίΤΤΤ"

Tki Kind You Han Alwait BtiifU _<*
We carry

a

full line of

Old Ladies' Comfort Shoes !
In Lace, Congress, Oxfords, or Juliettes. You can get your
feet fitted comfortably here. We also do repairing.

NORWAY,
112-3.

MAINE.

F. W.

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager and Salesman.

Telephone

STORE,

SHOE

SMILEY

FAUNCE, Salesman.

Residence 112-12.

STORES.

BLUE

See Our Straw Hats.
Our windows

are

full of Straw Hats. There are
We
new styles this year.

quite number of brand
have them.
a

DRESS STRAWS

for

MEN 25c.

to

$2.

Try

on

one

of our

weights ; you will be sure to buy one.
CRASH HATS, DUCK HATS and wide rim HARVEST
HATS, 5c. to 50c. Hats for boys and children, 10c. to 50c.

postmasters, $20,783.019; ordinary poststamps issued, 4,029,987,473; stamp- assessment* for the state tax of HK)3 were made
Bryant's
ed envelopes and wrappers issued. 83,- Iiv the Legislature on the 28th day of March,
finely.
1U03 :
We have a large
Look at our OUTING SUITS for MEN.
Moses Libby of West Poland is a guest
The frame of the new store is nearly 128,000; postal cards issued, 549,204,000;
OXFORD COUNTY WILI) I.AND8.
of Mrs. Emily Felt at her cottage.
number of letters registered, 22,831,400;
to
of
A.
J.
under
the
direction
$10.00.
$5,00
Berry.
up
variety,
I 4950
Frychurg Academy Grant
Mrs. Myra Colo has returned home
Work on the Grange Hall seems to be ] dead letters received, 9,300,031; money Λ ι, Riley Plantation
269 50
from Worcester, Mass., where she was
realized from dead letters, §19,249; An>tover North Surplus
153 62
somewhat.
delayed
64 6'.·
Λndover West Surplus,
called by the severe illness of lier mother,
No one who does any driving during this
The dry weather is rather dishearten-1 amount of domestic money orders issued, C
2»>77 I
îtlPfl L/U51CI
who is recovering.
of foreign money C
151 <15 LIIICII
ing to farmers. In some cases potatoes $313,551,279; amount
Surplus,
dry and extremely dusty weather can :itJames M. Day attended the Grand that were
number of No. 4, R. 1, Rlchardsontown,
822 85
planted three weeks ago have orders ofissued, $22,974,473;
338 03 ford to be without one, $i and $1.50.
No. 5, R. 1, .Magallowav PI
of
the
Eastern
hold
at
durof
all
kinds
matter
mailed
Star,
Chapter
not sprouted but have wilted in the j pieces
No. 4, R. 2, Atfamstown,
607 20
Lewiston this week.
ing the year, 8,085,440,859.
No. 5, R. 2, Lincoln Plantation
235 98
ground.
Elmer Cumraings has moved his family
No.
R.
Lower
375 37
4,
3,
Cupsuptlc
be
The drouth is getting to
quite |
Who Know« of a Copy?
No. 5, R. 3, Parkertown,
234 27
to Capt. Jones' on the Gore.
serious.
Pond.

Edwin Andrews has had the old platform in front of his store and post oftice
removed, and is having a cement one put
in. Mr. Andrews has had many needed
changes made around his buildings this
spring, which add a good deal to the
looks of the village, and he is still doing.
Kev. Henry Browu and wife went to
North Paris Sunday afternoon as usual.
Sabbath School at North Woodstock is
held at 3 o'clock Sunday afternoons.
Work is progressing on Horatio Bryant's new house.
Frank P. Colo is intending to build a
large barn on his place this summer.

Work on the Minot Packing Co.'s extension to their building is progressing

age

A Fourth of July oration was delivered at Fryeburg in 1798 by a Mr. BurnNorway Lake.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet I ham, (I think that his forenamo was
with Mrs. Mary Perry Juno 3. There [ John, but am not sure). The oration
will be reading of Stoddard's lecture on was published in pamphlet form. Does
Southern California by Mrs. Winnie Pot-1 any reader of the Democrat know where
a copy of that pamphlet can be found?
tie; story, Mrs. Winnie Hall.
Mothers' Club will meet with Mrs. Copies of it must be rare. The fact that
Frances Partridge Thursday, May 28th. such a pamphlet was published escaped
The Mothers' Club lately presented the I the researches made by the late Joseph
School League with a fine sprinkler for Williamson when compiling his "Bibliography of tbe State of Maine," the pamthe flower beds at the school house.
S. A. Stevens arrived from Presque j phlet not being listed in that work.
Observator.
Isle last week.

|

No. 4, R. 4, Upper Cupsuptlc,
No. 5, R. 4, Lynchtown,
No. 4, R. 5. Oxbow
No 4, R. 6, Bowmantown
No. 5, R. 5. Pannachenee
Bachelrter's Grant,

273 24
25S24
19104
200 46
207 89
137 So

F. H. NOYES CO.,

NORWAY.

PARIS.

SOUTH

TIMBKB AND CRA88 ON HKSKRVED LANDS.

C, R 1, W. Β. K. P.,
No. 4, R. 1, W. Β. K. P.,
No. 4. R.2, W. Β. K. P.,

No. 4, R 3. W.
No. 5, R. 3, W.
No. 4,11.4, W.
No. 5, R. 4, W.
No. 4, R. 5, W.
No. 5 It. 5, W.
No. 4. R. 6. W.
Tract north of

« 1188

Β. Κ. Ρ
Β. K. P.„
». K. P.,
Β. Κ. Ρ
Β. Κ. Ρ
Β. Κ Ρ
Β. K. P.,
No. 4, R. 6, W. Β. K.
■

1188
23 70
15 84
8 58
lo 5t;
« 24
7 92
7 92
8 25
35
7 92
3 96
7 04

■............

GRADUATION
HATS !
See

call-1

before
our

|

our

line of Graduation Hats

purchasing elsewhere.

Also

line of White Gloves.

MRS. E. A.

HOWE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

|

|

an-1

A~iSTARTLING

|

Lace

|

|

|

Dyspepsia,

Draperies,

50 cts. to $5.50

Portieres, $2.50

fets

\

sample

powder.

feather

P.,...
A.R.1, (Riley)
A ndover North Surplus
A
THING.
SURE
North Buckfield.
C Surplus,
v
It is said that nothing is sure excep't
ORAMANDAL SMITH.
Northwest Bethel.
Oliver Ilay of Portland and J. II. Carey I
State Treasurer.
is
and
but
that
not
altodeath
taxes,
Bert Brown, Rob Clough, Charles Has- of Salem, Mass., were in our place
gether true. Dr. King's Now Discovery
kell and Jack McKensie pressed hay for iug on friends the 15th.
PROBATE NOTICES.
Geo. B. Damon and wife of Portland for Consumption is a sure cure for all
Fred Chapman last week.
They boardThousands To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
were at his brother C'harlee' the 17th. lung and throat troubles.
eh at Seth Mason's.
named :
hereinafter
to
Mrs.
Van
that.
C.
B.
can
testify
Mr. and Mrs. Granville Piper from nis mother, who lives with Charles, is
At a Probate Court, held at Parts. In and
Metre of Shepherdtown, W. Va., says,
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Colorado were guests at Mrs. Anna failing slowly.
H. M. Buck's wife is very poorly this "I had a severe case of Bronchitis and May, In the year of our Lord one thousand
Stearns' recently.
for a year tried everything I heard of, nine hundred and three. The following matter
Herbert Kendall of Sunday Hiver Val- spring.
having been presented for the action thereupon
Mrs. Rozetta Bicknell has been to but got no relief. One bottle of Dr. hereinafter Indicated. It Is hereby OBDERKD :
ley was up this way last week.
then cured me
New
Discovery
King's
her
That notice thereof be given to all persons InFalls
Mrs.
Rumford
niece,
visiting
Leon Walling has the mumps.
It's infallible for Croup, (crested, by causing a copy of this order to be
Henry Perkins is suffering with rheu- Dora Ames. Her sister, Mrs. Georgie ibsolutely."
three weeks successively in the Oxpublished
Warren, went up to come home with her. Whooping Cough, Grip, Pneumonia, ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
matism in his neck and arms.
15th and Mrs. Ames »nd Consumption. Try it. It's guar- Pari·, In said County, that they may appear at a
returned
the
Mason
lost
two
They
Penny packer
sheep recently.
George
hearing
deeply pained
mteed by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyes Probate Court to be held at Parle, on the
with them.
nia did what was in oue aspect a coura- the death recently of Effie M. Wood of convalescing.
third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1903, at 9 of the
or I Drug Store, Norway. Trial bottles free. clock In the
state cattle
commissioners
The
is
what
when
he
she
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Ν.
H.
Some
signed
geous thing
Hiram.
Randolph.
years ago
of that sort have been to Regular sizes 50c. and $1.00.
they see cause.
Hebron.
something
variously termed the "anti-cartoon bill" taught several terms of school in this
Rev. Mr. Mann is supplying the pulpit L'hae. B. Damon's
killed
and "press gag law," but he utterly mis- town and won the high regard and love
again and
PKTKR S MITH, lu(e of Peru, deceased : petiHebron boys celebrated long and loud- at the
TEST.
Congregational church during this jther cow.
tion that John P. Swasey or some other suitable
calculated the temper of the Pennsyl- of all. She died of pneumonia after an
on their return from Bridgton, when
ly
month and awakening much interest.
save a life, Dr. T. G. Merritt, of person be appointed administrator, presented
To
of
I
a
native
this
Wm.
L.
place,
Cressey,
vania newspapers when he did it. Hard- illness of only one week. She was rarely the ball
by Lowell B. Smith, ton and heir at law.
game scored 8 to 0 in favor of
Mrs. Llewellyn A. Wadsworth is sick low of
Salem, Mass., Is in our place on a *o. Mehoopany, Pa., made a startling
ly a paper in the state pays any regard beautiful in character and disposition, Hebron.
with pleurisy and rheumatism.
in a wonderful cure. He
est
OT.IVKR F. FLETCHER, 'ate of Dlxfleld, deresulting
ihort
vacation.
to the law except to make fun of it and and will be so deeply missed.
Mr. W. A. Bartlett has bought another
ceased ; wll1 and petition for probate thereof and
Mr. Solomon Stuart is very sick with
Fred Heald has given his house a new | vrites, "a patient was attacked with lie appolntmeut of Helen A.Curtis as adminisits sponsors, and the governor is made
"None knew Ιη·γ but to love her.
horse for his express business.
and
disease
other
caused
troubles.
riolent hemorrhages,
kidney
by ulcéra- tratrix with tho will annexed, presented by
:oat of paint this spring.
None name· I her but to pralee."
the butt of most of the ridicule. The
A. M. Richardson spent Sunday at
We learn that Mrs. Everett Hartford is
ion of the stomach. I had often found Helen A. Curtis, an heir at law.
Mr. and Mrs J. FI. Farrar have gone to home.
governor, if he is at all thin skinned,
low
with
excellent
for
acute
Bitters
Slectric
very
quick consumption.
Brownfield.
MARY A. SMITH, laic of Stow, deceased;
out of it by asserting that he is so housekeeping at 251 Congress Street,
Rev. S. D. Richardson is hoeing his
Mr. Wm. E. Sargent has sold the
itomach and liver troubles so I prescrib- .« ill and petition for probate thereof presented by
Mr. David Cram is in very poor health.
usy he "has no time to look at the pa- Portland.
Walker the executor therein named.
garden.
Daniel L. demons farm tu A. R. and C.
id them. The patient gained from the Kdwaril
J. L. Frink and £. B. Bean are on the |
Mrs. Addie Cummings is working in
pers."
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Whitney of Boston E. Hill of East Brownfield.
GEnUGE W. THOMAS, late of oxford, deirst, and has not had an attack for fotir;ick list.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Whitney of
Newry, at present at R. W. Kilgore's.
and petition for prolate thereof pre·
will
We have seen no notice of the death of
Electric Bittern are nuMil;
een months."
Mrs. Charles Swan is very feeble, also
Miss Lillian Brown of Portland came Canada are at their summer home.
ny Nauuy a. Tlioina», ibe uxccutilx thereMrs. Lucy A. Osgood, wife of Mr. George
for
In- seuted
Three Chicago ministers served as
•oeitively
guaranteed
named.
in
«
diss Patty Wentworth.
for a visit to her mother's, Mrs. Ν. M.
We are glad to report that between W.
arbitrators in a recent strike at the
Osgood, who died in Hiram, March
Constipation ana Kidney LUCIUS C. BATES, late of Sumner,decease 1;
Rev. Mr. Hoyt who preaches in Hiram j ligestion,
$7000 and ?8000 damage has been award- 10th, of eczema, after a
and
stock yards, and put in a bill for $1000 Brown's, Wednesday.
roubles. Try them. Only 50 cents, at Anal account presented for allowance
painful
by Lewis
in
Fayettte Brooks returned to Portland ed H. T. Glover for injuries at West lingering illness, aged 73 years and 7 s engaged to preach Sunday evenings
each for their services. The labor union
\ A. Shurtleff & Co. ; Noyes Drug Store, C. Bates, uxcutor.
to resume his studies in the Minot Station,
causing the loss of bis leg. days. She has for many years been a he Universaliet church in this village.
which was responsible for the payment Wednesday,
ETHAN WILLIS, late of Paris, deceased; peRev. Mr. Cameron is to give a lecture I forway.
business college. His sister Wilma acMrs. Rebecca Hibbs Bean celebrated
worthy member of the Congregational
tition for an allowance out of personal estate
promptly cat the bill down to 30 cents
him to enter the same col- her 23d birthday
Tuesday the 19th. A church. She was one of the excellent of lunday evening, next, on Cause and
an hour, and paid the arbitrators $14.40 ! companied
presented by Mary J. Willis, widow.
AGAIN.
YOUNG
MADE
Effect.
fine cow presented by her father, and a the
each. While the original amount was ege.
earth, a devoted wife, a model neigh- It is so hot and
LORENZO D. HIGGIN8, wail,of Water ford;
"One of Dr. King's New Life Pills each first
Miss Ruth Brown was in Bethel Wed- silk quilt from friends, added to her
dusty people have to
account presented for allowance by Flora A.
bor, and a faithful friend.
excessive, the action of the union is
for two weeks has put me in my Stearns, guardian.
nake an effort to breathe.
1 tesday.
of
ight
the
pleasure
Mr. Walter B. Twitchell, the railroad
day.
equally unreasonable. The principle inof
;eens' again," writes D. H. Turner
Mrs. Merrifield, who has been stopGeorge Newton of West Auburn, who
station agent, and his sister, Miss GertLUCT 8. DICKENSON, late of Rumford.W
voked. if carried to its logical concluis I lempseytown, Pa. They're the beet in ceased; final account presented for allowance
1 ias been
staying for some weeks at Mrs.
rude Twitchell, have gone to Philadelphia iing with her daughter, Mrs. Adams,
Hartford.
sion, would reduce all compensation for
and
Bowels, by C. Wilbur Cary, administrator.
t be world for Liver, Stomach
ow visiting Mrs. Ed Jewett.
returned home this week.
bo visit a sister, Mrs. George Lane. His
labor or other services rendered to one frown's,
The Universalist Ladies' Aid Society
Mr. George Blake has sold his farm to I 'urely vegetable. Never gripe.
Only
The farmers in this vicinity have their
ADDISON E. HERRICK,
is filled by Mr. Harry B. Hubbard
place
level, without regard to the skill requir&
Shurtleff
is
tert Bartlott and report says he
Judge of said Court.
Co.; Noyes
going 2 5c. at F. A.
pring work nearly completed. Some tiad a picnic dinner and supper at the
I
ed or the local conditions. The labor
Fryeburg.
I
residence
of
H.
A.
Bicknell
A
true
ο
Massachusetts.
and
Norway.
are lookseveral weeks ago
copy—Attest
►rug Store,
Wednesday,
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth, who was apanions would better b« careful about get- ! inished
ALBERT D.PARK, Register.
he 20th. A bountiful dinner and sup1 ng for the much needed rain.
pointed post master at Wadsworth post
ting their fingers into that crack.
jer, with everything that heart could
The will of Foster Lee Randall, forARREST.
has declined the appointment.
>fflce,
QUICK
NOTICE.
irlsh, for the small sum of ten cents, and
îerly of Lewiston, has been filed for
Dklcvale.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
J. A. Gull edge of Verbena, Alabama,
irben the people arose from the table,
An item about "the largest pair of
robate. Mr. Randall, a rather peculiar
las been duly appointed administratrix of the
y rae twice in the hospital from a severe
Frank Child and sons have killed over (
Mrs. Mary Stuart of this town, who
shoes ever manufactured for actual
sstate of
bey seemed to think that if they had
îan, suddenly disappeared seven years
24
tumors,
of
®
the
(
ne
we
hundred
causing
<
piles
WALTER LESTER MERRILL,
lied
on
»ot eaten twice their money's worth,
hedgehogs.
wear" is doating around the papers just
Wednesday, May 20, was one of go, and though every effort was made to *
late of Hartford,
all remedies failed,
time
iter
doctors
and
for
the
of
It
is
here
1
year.
in
dry
he
oldest
twine
the
very
of
no
be
her
twin
had
become
>rovision
must
what
"four
common
awful
The
scertain
now.
It states that
country,
bim,
cheap.
η
the
j
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
ucklen's Arnica Salve quickly arrested
Mrs. J. H. Lovejoy is ill with spinal ] adiee
in $8.50.
AU persona having
shoe boxes were required for packing
( ! lister being Mrs. Carolyn Boothby of race of him was ever found. Seven *f irther
Kinds as the law directs.
scooped
inflammation ana cured him. It lemands against the estate of said deceased
are
Stillman Gurney has been sick but is J l.eede. They were born at Old Orchard,, ears having elapsed, he is now legally
them—two for each shoe." If the para- 1 rouble.
25
cents
iealred to present the same for settlement, and
Ira B. Wing Jr., has the shinglee. ] •etter now.
11 ben a part of Saco, July 20,1818. Mrs.1 ead. His will leaves his property to 0 jnquers aches and kills pain.
graph bad stated the process of packing
to make pay. I
an
Indebted
thereto
>
ill
requested
Mrs. Hannah Bowker remains quite
I
Hosea Molntire is at work on the rail· I Stuart was the mother of twelve ohil- I ate* College, and will be oontested by * t F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Noyes Drug sent Immediately.
a shoe In two boxes it would have con: ^
tor·, Norway.
W. H. WATSON.
< Lren, and Mrs. Boothby of three.
h lisons.
oad.
May 19th, 19».
▼eyed aooie information.

j

Headache in

from any other

}

Postoffice Statistics.
Tbe following table (rives the statistics meeting.
South Paris, May 9th,
of the United States Postoffico Depart-

bad spoil.

cure

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
NEWTON A. BRYANT,
Of Greenwood, Bnnkrupt. I
To the creditors of Newton A. Bryant in
the Coui ty of Oxfonl and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 9th day of
May, A. D. 1Wi3, the said Newton A. Bryant
was duly abjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held at
the Court House, In South Parle, on the 27th
day of May, A. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the
forenoon, at which time the said creditor*
may attend, prove their claline. appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and traneact such other
buelnees as may properly come before eald

The Oxford

PARLIN'S Pain Powders

Bankruptcy.

}

you a free

CASTOR ΙΑ For lofants and Chadreo.
Tin KM Y(g mm AlWBIf He"

South Paris, May 7,1908.
GEO. A. WILSON.

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
SOLOMON C. BUCK
of Paris, Bankrupt. I
To the creditors of .Solomon C. Buck In the
County of Oxfonl and district aforesaid:
Notice Is herebv given that on tho 25th day of
April, A. D. 19(13, the said Solomon C. Buck
and that the first
was duly
Court
meeting of his creditors will lie held at thedav
of
House, In South Paris, on the 27th
May, Λ. D. 1903, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,
at which time the said creditors may attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other business
us may properlv come before said meeting.
South Parle, May 7,1903.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Ilefcreu In Bankruptcy.

to

Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

•

Referee In

iwt Axiyjq.

Send your order and money
South Paris, Maine.

Maine.

Paris,

Frothingham,

Bi Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

W. 0. & G, W.

buy.

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
Delivery Carriei
good as a daily, and your Rural Freeweek.
brings it to your door three times every
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEELLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, butyou can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

GOOD

our

Etc.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

show you

to

stock before you

«out:

to

will

we

pleased

now.

Turn then and drive them back
By hill and hollow.

|

very quickly.
Count Rumford School League held a
sociable at A. J. Knight's, May 21st.
Many are suffering with colds and
throat trouble.

store

Who thinks of Hying morel
Face to the foe, now !
Close up the ranks, buys!

Lovell.
writer were taken to the summit of I
Onward the line of b'ue
North Hill one fine May morning to view I Quite extensive repairs and changes
Swei t through the meadow,
As a blue stormcloud sweeps
the beautiful scenery round about in have been made on the Congregational
Blackening the shadow,
i
every direction.
parsonage'at tho village. A piazza is
And like the b tiding grass
Fiom the crest of the hill canting east built on the front, with entrance hall,
The dorm wind meeting,
Rarkward the line of gray
and south lies the Irish homestead,
and the stairs have been changed, makWavers retreating.
owned by George Conant. On the back- ing them easy and convenient. The
of
some
lot lies the old cellar where the
Oh! and our gallant chief
study, parlor, dining room, and
Hiding before us!
fathers lived, and where the father of I the upper rooms have been papered and
Oh ! and our starry flag
Henry D. and John X. was born 103 years painted. At a meeting of the people of
fluttering o'er us!
ago. Later new buildings were erected I the village Barnes Walker and C. II. Davis
What child in all the land
Knows not the story?
at the easterly end of the farm, and this I were appointed to confer with a comSo din 1'hll Sheridan
is whore the above named brothers first I mittee from the Centre and suggest
Ride Into g'.ory.
saw the light of day.
j some plan for a better supply of water
I he old cellar is filled with the
at the parsonage.
Swiftly have sped the years
Since the great battle.
net of the soil of a large portion of the
The villago school began Monday
Long is it since we heard
farms of New England, and this product taught by Mrs. Mason.
The muskets rattle.
Hut now our chief must face
has brought sorrow to the heart of many
Mr. Seth Hutchins and wife have reA foe more deadly
i
turned from a visit to Saco, and Nelson
boy if not blood to his fingertips.
Than when at Cedar Creek
1 lie other fellows discussed the
Hutchins is here at present.
Flatbed the guns redly.
tibility, in those days of scarce help and I Β. E. Brown has bought what is known 1
Southward from Winchester
was
of
that
of
land
Oldin
Island
as
Timber
McAllister,
cultivating
high prices,
-tretched the wild region,
sure to bring forth a crop of stones at I and John A. Fox has bought the pasture
When by the Shenandoah
|
Camped the blue I.euion.
every ploughing—I think it was decided in Wtist Lovell of heirs of S. S. Elliott.
Kow he a'one must make
in the negative, but to give due credit to
There has been a lire in the woods ;
The la?t brave rally,
the soil, the vitality of these men is near tho old Ring school house since ;
Gazing with «teadfart eyes
Down the dim valley.
pretty much exhausted, hence we feel Thursday afternoon, mostly confined j
very much like entering an appeal to to land of the Woods heirs. It has ;
Kot now his gallant black
been surrounded and can probably be
give the soil the benefit of the doubt.
Whinnies to greet him.
Near the old cellar stands an old cur- kept from further damage by diligent I
Pale 1* the horse and still,
Pacing to meet him.
rant bush, and a feeble sprout, from a watching.
There has been a large force ;
Yet on this charger set,
former pear tree, which seemingly are of men there from Lovell, Sweden and :
So t-hall he bear htm,
striving to perpetuate their ancestry. Waterford.
That all the weening world
Rises to chcer him.
Such relics bring to our minds what has
The Congregational circle of the vil- j
passed, and how brief a season it will be lage was entertained Friday evening at
Ride on, beloved chief,
before we are gone and our works go to the church. After supper an entertain- j
Past the white portal;
Where through parting clouds
ment was given by the boys and girls,
decay.
Shines
the immortal!
Henry and John seem to have inherited which proved one of tho best, and was
While every heart of man
the temperance principles of their an- heartily enjoyed.
Thrills to tliν storv.
Once more, Phil Sheridan,
cestors, as the father was said to be of
Mr. and Mrs. Cochran, who have been
Ride into glory.
strong temperance proclivities, and we boarding with Β. E. Brown on Upper
have heard it stated the grandmother Kezar, have returned to Boston.
Of General Interest.
was not averse to what is termed in these
Every one about the lake is getting
who
a
merchant
which
the
for
summer
the
business,
days boycott against
ready
Twenty-four years ago two South
dealt in intoxicants.
promises larger than over.
American tree shoot», set out in CaliThese brothers often visit the old
fornia by a Maine woman, bore 10 navel
Denmark.
homestead, and doubtless every tree and
or soedless oranges.
let from the destone is noted, for to them it must have
Mr. Fred Dyer, a member of the Boston scendants of those two trees California
become sacred soil. Before reaching the fire department, Boston, Mass., has been this
year raised fi,000,000 boxes of fruit.
crest of the hill there are four farm spending a few days' vacation with his This should stimulate some
daughter of
houses within near approach, painted sister here, Mrs. George A. Hill.
Eve to search for the seedless apple.
The Odd Fellows' lower hall is underwhite, and all in good trim, whose ownThere is at least one lighthouse in the
ers are Mrs. E. J. I)avee. Frank Roberts, going needed repairs.
Horatio Davee, and Ex-Governor Long's
The long dry weather is making the world that is not placed on any mariner's
Farther north Ο. E. farmers in this vicinity look a little blue. chart. It is away out on the Arizona
summer home.
Waite owns a largo farm. These five
About 20 members of Silver Lodge desert and marks the spot where a well
constitute the buildings on the hill propwent to Fryeburg, Friday evening, May supplies pure, fresh water to travelers.
r
er.
15th, to attend tho district meeting, and : It is the only place wliore water may be
An enjoyable little outing.
were highly
entertained and pleased, had for at least 30 miles in any direction.
The "house11 consists of a cotton-wood
with the work.
South Rumford.
A great deal of sickness is reported in pole, to the top of which a lantern
is hoisted every night. The light can
There was a jolly time at Willard Wy- this section.
Mrs. George W. Gray was in Portland ! be seen for miles across the plain in
man's Saturday evening, May 16th, when
every direction.
twenty-five of the friends of Margie Saturday.
Foster 'Γ. Pingree is having another
Fleck gave her a genuine surprise party.
Music was furnished by Mr. Burnell,
who is a line violinist, and dancing,
names and cards, with refreshments of
cake and coffee made the evening pass

If you will call at

our

W. 0. & G. W.

Shoe this Season.

Look, now! with sabre (lash
Overhead waving,
Down through the column
He rides to the saving.
"Courage, my Yankee i>oys!
Ko standing still now!
Courage! we'll whip them vet,
Ay, and we will, though!"

where!

Call and inspect

The Correct Dress

Down the white roadway
Λ rider come* Hashing.
In 'mid the broken troops
Comes the steed dashing.
O! The proud charger,
With Phil to bestride him I
Sheridan! Sheridan!
Rack, boys, beside him!

I

Whips, Brushes,

be

Whit Is it? Who Is It?
Iiebels behind us?
Kay, stand we Arm at la«tl
Here let them And us!
(Iark! but a cry rings out,
The clouds dividing.
Sheridan! Sheridan!
Here he comes riding I

I

acknowledged

are

Sharp cracked the muskets,
With ominous rattle.
Loiul roared the cannon,
Th;i thunder of battle.
Rut through the rush and roar,
Through siuoke and lire,
Ever the cheering rose
Higher and higher.

I

Summer Stable Blankets,

Coolers, Robes,

Patent
Leather
Shoes

Sabres and

I

we are

t

Breaking In Millen flight,
O'er road and meadow,
Skulking wh»re copses raised

of Harness and Horse Collars
to show extra good

large stock

a

prepared
direct from factories,
valuts.
We also have a complete stock of

OXFORD DEMOCRAT OFFICE,
South Paris, Me.

Breaking and bending.

Shelter and shadow.
Whl'ethe gray victors

Having received

Address,

Yonder at Ce<lar Creek,
Down In the valley.
Wavered a broken troop,
Hopeless to rally.
Long th»y fought >nd well,
The field defending.
But the blue lines were now

I

Harness and Horse Collars!

WANTBID S

25 able bodied men that understand
farming and road work. Good pay
and steady work for *ix month·.

to

a

$10.00

window.

a

pair.

Sash Curtain Rods A, Fixtures.
fin

iiim 11 nn iiii mil

Bddy
Refrigerator.
The

The Best In the Market.

I Large Line °f
::

!)

111111111111111111111114

FURNITURE.

F. A. THAYER,
Grace

Thayer, Proprietor.

Bining· Block., Soutb. Parle, Me
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otarford
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Bemocrat
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KAIL WAT.

SOCTH

PARIS

Going 'lowη .east'—5 S*> a. *., (dally, Sundavi
Sunday only
Included .!» » A. ».. 4 40 r. X.
*

oo

p. »■

r
*

il

a. ».

338 p. *., SX
liolng up west)—10:00 A.
m
dally, Sundave Included). Sunday only
CHCKCUKS.

Rev. W. Ε
First Congregational Church.
ks, 1». l>., pastor. Preaching services, 10 :4
Ht
.m l Τ <*) p. m.; Sunday School 13 m.; Y
4. m.
Church prayer meeting οι
y ». t E. at « P.
t <hv evening at 7:30 o'clock. AU, not other
w'.se connected, are cordially Invited.
Methodist Church, Rev. A. W Pottle, Pastor
or Sunday, morning prayer meeting. 9:30 a
». ; preaching service 10:45 a. »., Sabbath Schoo
i: *■; Κ ρ worth l.ea-ue Meeting, 6:13 p. m.,
\-m j ravt r meetlug 7 P. M.; praver meeting
evening; class meeting, Frlilav evening
T;t'Itaptlst Churcn, Rev. H. S. Kink ham, Pastor
η 'av. preaching service lo 45 a. *.; Sab,l>l 12
praver meeting 7 .DO P. M.;
n or meeting Tuesday evening.
I'ntversallst Church, Rev. J. H. Little, Pastor.
Pri.ν1 hlng service every >unday at 30 p. *., In
\^vv Hall. Sunday School at 330 p. m.
»

STAT KO

MKbTlNUS.

Κ t A.
Lodge, So. W. Keerular
Tuesday evening on or before full uioon.
Mica
>.
>».
tf.—Mount
Lodge, regular meet·
I.
irsday evening of each week.—Aurora
tlrst
and
third
nment,
Monday evenings
t
M.—Paris

mm

::

The

annual

meeting of the Oxfoi

County Sunday School Association ws
held Friday, May 22, in the Congregi

Mrs. L. C. Morton, who has been ii
Abington, Mass.. for the past two years
has returned to her home here to remain

tional church. In connection with th
convention was conducted a Sunda
School institute by Mrs. Pettit of Ne'

A tine lot of house and bedding plant;
arrived to-day an*} are for sale by Alber 111
Jersey.
I). Park. Orders for Decoration Da;
The morning programme contained a
Howers taken.
address by Kev. C. L. Parker on the sut
Nathan A. Chase of the University ο f ject, "The Appeal of the Sunday Schot
to Modern Manhood". Mr. Parkercoul
Maine was at home over Sunday. Hi
graduates next month, and is valedic- not be present because of illness, and
few words were spoken on his subjec
torian of his class.
«
by the moderator, Dr. Brooks.
The proceeds of the opera to be givei
Mr. C. U. Prince of Buckfield the
this week in New Hall, will be used to gave ou address on "Preparing to Teach
ward the purchase of a pipe organ foi Where? When? Dow?"
Mr. Princ
the Universalist church now building.
urged that the teacher's preparatioi
should
be
comprehensive. Every de
Advertised letters in South Paris pos
partaient of life and literature should b
office May 2">, 1903:
drawn from to enforce the lesson.
Mr. Arthur Tracey.
Kev. II. H. Bishop spoke of "The Sun
Mr. L. L. Searle.
day School Teacher as a Soul-Winner.'
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
A temptation comes to teach morality t<
It is expected that the Universalis! the exclusion of salvation, also to trus
will
move
to
the
new
church Jul} in methods. The teacher's great prepa
parish
1st, as the lower part of the building ration is love, prayer, and following u]
will be ready by that time, so that serv- the lesson with the personal word.
ices can be held there.
Iu the afternoon session the treasurer*!
was read and accepted.
Principal De Meyer of the high school report
#1SS.T·
Receipts for the year were
is laid up with the measles. His place
161.4
There was paid out,
in ihe school is being taken for a few
$22.4!
Balance on hand
days by Mr. Towne of Bates, who was
here for a few weeks as substitute
The nominating committee nominatec
as officers for the ensuing year the fol
principal a year ago last winter.

I

MM·
R.— Mount Pleasant Rebckah Lodge, No
The ladies of the Relief Corps are re:-.ts second and fourth Fridays or each
:n <Mil Fellows' Hall.
Hall,
quested to meet at Grand
ι.
\ R.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. US, meetf
and
afternoons, to make
of each
: .m : third Saturday evenings
wreaths
for
The
Memorial Day.
.iq, In (.·. A. R. Hall.
s.
it
K. Klin ball Relief Corps meets tiret aud Post and their families will bave a
:ulrd Saturday evenings of each month, In
dinner
at
the
hall. Saturday. All memHo lei >>rps Hall.
to
H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, bers of the corps are
the
ι*-·νοη<1 and fourth Saturday; during
food, also tlowers for
cr of the year, meet» every Saturday, In
r.
b tnge Hall·
The baccalaureate sermon before the
ί'.Γι ».C—Second and fourth Monday· of class of
will be
1903, Paris
to. ι, month.
at the
church next
s
h <». P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 161,
>ml and fourth Wednesday evenings at 8.30 p. m.,
-ι
Hev. H. S. Pinkham,
month.
ι.:·
of the church. The
Γ.- Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every pastor
Κ
exercises will be held in the same church
venlug at Pythian Hall.
Woodmen of A merit» —South Paris
M
Jtine 4. at 8 o'clock.
ν· !".ί'·7, meets second and fourth Tues.
class numbers
The
'dngs In Uolden Cross Hall.
.·

ANNUAI. MKKTINQ OF THE COUNTY ASSl
CIATION AT SOUTH PARIS.

■

Thursday

Friday

lowing:

President—Win. E.P.rooks. Γ>. D.,8outh*Parls
Vice-Presidents—George B. ''rockett Soutt
l'ail"; C K. Chapman, Lovell; I. t'. Suuudere

Army

Georee A. French of Auburn com
mit ted suicide by h«nRing hin»HeU
« to„ to II,.· pOV., «

NORWAY.

Sunday School Convention.

relative

Mrs. H. W. Dean has returned fn»m
visit of several weeks in Massachusetts

Commencing Sept. S, 1<Μ,

IKAlSS

visiting

Miss Susie M. Wheel· r spent Satimla
aud Sunday in Portland.

SOUTH PAKIS.
soctb pari· p<*t orricK.
Office Hour· β .Ό0 to 7 DO λ. l; όΛ)0
s.oop. ».

Mrs. Fred S. Hall is
in Portland.

CHOXCHKS.

eeconil Cnngv national Church, R>v. Β. S
Preaching service Snndav
Rldenut, l'a* «r
10:40 A. M.; sali bath School, 12.-00 M.; Men't
P.
Prayer Meeting at 6:30; Social Meeting. 7:15
M.; regular week'ν Praver Meeting, Thursday
evening
E.
Meeting Friday
evening; Y. P. S. C.

a» 7 :S0.
Universalis! Church, Rev. CaroMn-E. Angcll,
Pastor, Preaching service on Sunday at 10 JO
Λ. Μ.: Sabbath School, 12:00; Y P. C. C. meeting. 7:00 Ρ M.
Methodist Church, Rov. B. F. Flckett, Pastor.
Preach nc service. 10 SO Λ. M.; Sabbath School,
12:00 M.; Socal Evening Meeting, 7:00 P.M.;
nrayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting

Friday evening.

IPaplI*i

Rev. Ε S. Cotton. Pastor.
service. 10 30 A.M.: Sabb th School,
Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.M.

Church.

Preaching
Prayer

li.to Λΐ.;

ΚΤΛΤ»

t>

MKETlNOf.

cl,,, du, tog

place

wn*

.1..».^;' lr^7f'r„m

only

Iew

th,

r"u,In
Maine Central Railroad, Mid
of the passenger» on the ea y
French was an unmarried man
years, who has been employed in th.
Turner Centre creamery. H®
a

fulljle*

h^

I Ladies' Wrappers, 48 cents. »
I have put In two kin·!· of Ladlee' Wrap pen
and shall Increase tbe variety If sales are nUis
factory. These wrappers were made this season
latest styles, sites S3 to 42. Prices aa usual the
lowest In Maine. At 48 cents a wrapper made
from rood quality percales In blue, black and
red nest figured patterns, front and back yoke
formed by single row of black and white braid,
collar and back strap braid trimmed to match,
tight fitting waist lining, a well made, serviceable

)
)

>

not. which he lell he ci.cU'ed
hopelessly incompetent. He was a m»
of line disposition and character, and
act was a surprise to hla
Mr.

wrapper for house

a

to
ed

a half Interne Ια a well
tall lumber business.

take
r»

establish-

DOING WOW A BCSMEM OF ·7»,000
CAW BE IKCBEUtD.
FEB TEAR
In a thriving t«wn of 15,000 Inhabitants
and has eight (■) other town· wlihln a
radius of four (4) miles to draw trade
from. With a little additional capital the
business would be doubled. This Is
worth the attention of anyone seeking a
good money making business as this Is

wrapper

no

humbug.

Milford,

JAMES HART,

Massachusetts.

_

pox

Top buggy.

Steve»., Oxford;
Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

ForesTc^mmissioner

Inquire

DR. CHAS.

Ring, ^ho returned last week from a trip to
Maine in the interest of the Are warnei
reported that as near as couldbe

no^hern

service,

professional

J. K. Chase, So. Pans.
For Sale !

P.°UnrSouth Pari.;

58,

At 74 rente

paSib m mo Bargains in Ladies' Vests.

after having spent
Corsets 25 cents.
NOTICE !
with the best doptore for stomach trou
At 25
I have the Improved New Daisy
by hi. Corset, fine net stripped, 4 hook clasp, 2 side
le, without relief, was
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist,
druggist, Mr. Alex. Richard, to try a
front, dip bust, fancy crochet wishes to announce that he will reof Chamberlain's Stomach andι Liver steels, straight
sume his
trips through
Tablets
He did so, and is a well man edge;
northern Cumberland and Oxford
today If troubled with indigestion,
of appetite
bad taste in the mouth,
Counties about
ist,
or constipation, give these, Ublrt» a
until Nov. ιst.
than
be
more
tw
trial, and you are certain
pleased with the result. For sale at 2.
cents per box by Shurtleft &, Co., E- »·
Minn

Jack

month.
K. of P.—Regular meeting In nathaway «look
A. O. Noyes
every Thursdav Evening. U. R.,
Division, No. li, meet» thlnl Frldav of each
m^nth. Cake Assembly, No. 33, I'. S second
aud fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grnnge meets second and
fourth SaturdavB of each month at Qrange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Iiust Post, No. 54, meets In
N'ew G. A. R. Mall on the first Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. R.C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Mon.

wear.

trimmed with fancy braid, 3-Inch cape, 9-lncb
flounce, cut wide and full, a dollar wrapper
everywhere else, pretty enough for street wear.

friends^
Stillwater,
Joseph Pominvllie, oi over

«^riwd

F à Λ M. Rerularmeetlnrof Oxford Lodge,
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or
before fall ·> oon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
or
No. 29. as embles Wednesday Evening, on
before full moon. Oxford Council, R. A S. M.,
Oxfortl
Lodge,
moon.
full
after
Friday evening,
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
full moon.
I. O. O. F.—Noi way Lodg<!.—Regular meeting
ti Oild F-Hows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
Wlldev Encampment, N". 21, meets In Odd
Keûows' Ma 1, second and fourth Friday Even·
Ιηκη of etch month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
each
No.
rn- ets on first and thud Friday of

'Th·

Paris, Me.

Calf for Sale.

week are 15c, high aad
Just what you need these hot days. Our leaden this
all fine quality
low neck, short sleeves and sleeveless, plain, lace and lace trimmed,
extra values at 10, 12 1-2, 25, 37 1-2 and
gauze, sizes 4 to 0, only 15 cents. AIbo
of UNDERWEAR,
50 cents. Eight styles in the 25 cent grade. If you are in need
we can please you.
,WN
Are
and comfortable, get one of our Lawn Wrappers.
cool
to
be
If you want
the best fitting
"DOMESTIC"',
the
in
and
of
a
colorings
styles
showing variety
inch
lawn lace stripe, trimmed with two
wrapper made. ONE LOT of extra fine
others
lace, one inch inserting and ruffles, wide flounce, good colors, light, 12.00;
at *1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

BUCK

Man to make
At The Beecbcs, Parle Hill.
garden, and have care of grounds. One who Is
faithful, obliging and bandy desired.
CHARLOTTE F. HAMMOND, M. D.
Mar

11,1806.

Smiley,

Thomas

Telephone, 112-2.

Norway, Maine.

m

ascertained there were
Durham bull calf, 8 weeks old,
»
forest fires in progress, great and sma
color dark red. On the road from To the Selectmen qfthe Town of Pari*:
in the various sectionsof the Maine
South Paris to Buckfield.
Respectfully represents the Pleasant Valley
woods, extending from Oxford County
Telephone Company, that It desire* to construct
day evening.
W.
WHITMAN.
HENRY
In
to St. John river. The w°od« are"
telephone lines In snld town of Paris, set poles
Ν. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177. meets
It asks this
New G. A. R. Hall, on the first and third Wed- tremely dry and the danger-of forest
P. O. address South Paris. and stretch wireforfor s.«me,to soa id
construct lines
honorable board
permit
n'tsdav evening» of each month
is growing more serious each day.
the lines to be constructed and poles set under
Ο U. Λ. M.—Norway ami South Parle Council,
May
19, 1903.
the supervision of any officer > ou may select
No. 10. meets ut G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
The highways ami public ways on which It Is
TOO GREAT A RISK.
evening.

thir^y

MW

V·

»

%

-S

&

SUMMER

Han Schaffncr
(J Marx
Hind Tailored

CLOTHES !

Meeting.

Annual

SKIRTS.

WASH

white
ONE LOT in black and blue with
The sensible skirt for hot weather.
$1.40.
four
two
bands,
only
ruffles,
polka dots,
;J0th.
Store open Friday evening, May 29, and closed all day Saturday, May

Hired Man Wanted.

of

ALDRICH,

continuing

June

Pretty Style·.

Excellent Values and

desired to construct lines are as follows, viz
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony. No. 199, meets
In
from George A. Jackson'·-, to George H Kouseeoiid and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
thence to Ambruse F. .«-wlft's, Rlchani
telle'»,
wai
State
Convention
The next Maine
month.
Paris
From
Me.,
20,
No
247,
May
H. Gates' and Charh-s H. Dudley's.
1903.
medicine
C. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery,
a prominent theme throughout the day.
3. Uoutelle's to the Po-t Office In Paris
t and fourth Thursday evenings of
ι.curge
of
the
stocksecon
meets
The
annual
meeting
could ho procured or a physician .um
Hill village, thence along the Street na.-t the
expected
bring Kev. B. S. Hideout spoke on what il II o u·h month
its own
Summer
moned
A reliable remedy for these holders of t'.ie Paris Hill Water Com- Academy and the residences of Mrs. J. K. Hamwill mean to Oxford County. It will
decorating.
mond and H P. Hammond to the corner near
The hill near C. E. Holt's on Pleasant dinea.es should he kept at hand, The pany for the election of officers, and (lie furm of Wallace H. Cummlngs. thence along
mean new ideas, fresh inspiration, mort
clothes
enthusiasm, a new glimpse of God. He Street is being cut down and hauled risk 18 too great for any one to ake. the transaction of any other buisness the old road to the main road leading from Paris
High School,
Hill to S<uth Paris, thence across said ina:n
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera. and Diarments, which have to be met
the thought into the village.
concluded
come before said road, into and following the rosd leading fr<<m
that may
Baptist
given
Sunday that we by emphasizing
The first strawberry festival was held rhœa Remedy has
to advertise this convenBrook
so-called,
some reference to the
the
road,
ought
with
to
main
said
road
by
meeting, will be held at the Hubbard as lar as the residenceStony
of Fletcher Parlln, a so
at Concert Hall Thursday evening by
graduating tion.
to
road
main
and the customon
the
thermometer
named
Sabbath
above
other
on
the
than any
from
|>olnt
House, Paris. Maine,
Mr. Alton C. Wheeler spoke on "Whal members of the Universalist
pato
Walter Twltcheli's. From the junction of the
M.
P.
I this means to Norway and South Paris." School. Strawberry shortcake, strawat
S
o'clock
K.
of the warm
L.
near
activities
roads
Paris
South
and
11111
Paris
13, 1903,
ary
Thursday evening,
' It will mean an
in Sunday berries with cream and strawberries in
Stone's to the Saw Mill, now owned by George
U. H. HEALD, Clerk.
I
this need
From'
graduating
eighteen. School teachers. improvement
months.
abundance.
Oxfor
in
W.
Cole.
served
South
were
Stevens,
not
Parlin,
It will give those
all forms
Pari»;
PLEASANT VALLEY
Mr. Frank Wellman of Lewiston, a immediately interested iu Sunday School Following the supper was an entertain- Noyes Drug Store, Norway.
has sprung the Outing and
TELEPHONE COMPASV.
week.
Opera
very talented young pianist and organist, work an idea of what Sunday School ment of a literary and musical character.
By L. K. Stone, its President.
Norfolk Summer Suit.
Unconfirmed reports in
visited Carl Briags from Friday till Mon- work really is.
"ι Cheer meeting Wednesday after·
ι.
Mr. Wheeler also gave The attendance was unusually large.
Hon. Joseph F. Stearns and wife of j
Pursuant to the foregulng petition, It Is Οκ•n of this week.
These suits are here in
day. Mr. Wellman stands very high in a list of the committees which ought to
dkhkii that public notice thereof be given l>y
Lewiston musical circles, and as he is a be appointed to make the convention a Lovell were in town this week. They i
your seats for the opera, if you
publishing It In the Oxlord Democrat, the last
splendid range of handman of High ambitions and untir- success.
visited their daughter, Mrs. Dr. Bartlett, ι
voting
notice to be pubdshed at least fourteen days bet already done so.
»v« :
some fabrics, most promiiug energy, there is reason to expect a
The convention was now given up to and son. A. J. Stearns, Esq.
fore Wednesday tue 3rd day of June, A. D. li*J.
Of Por'land, Mr., will open their
on which day a public hearing will be held at
»
The committee on the Fourth of July j
L. Buck is at Andover for a bright future for him iu his chosen pro- the institute, and this was one of those
nent among which are plain
the selectmen's office, at ?ouih 1'arls vt lage, at
fession of music.
by pledge about
few i;»y<. doing dental work.
meetings impossible to report. By the célébrât ion have raisedwant
two o'clock In the alternoon, at which time and
and
I
least
at
$.">00
location
the
committee
first
Pettit
Tlie
to
be
affected
Mrs.
and
•?o00.
by
use of the blackboard
p>ace any persons
patterns in flanThe Maine Universalist State ConvenMaine Railroad and
And the selectmen
Π λ ird Wheeler was at home la>t
—AT—
asked tor may be heard.
®.
outlined the proper grading for the Sun- ami feel confident of being able to secure
as above
notice
such
svstem
of
that
that
with
the
branches
endorse
.i made his parents a short visit. tion meets in Portland June 2, 3, and 4.
neciion
public
nel, homespuns and wool
sjstem
hereby
|
then in detail spoke of the that amount within a very short time.
Ordered shall be sufficient upon this petition to I
The delegates front the Universalist day School,
and
of Bridtfton, j in Maine.
and
The coats are uncrash.
at
the
1).
Esq.,
ami
owners to be affected thereby.
attendance
of
Chaplin,
the
residents
a
methods
teaching
Eugene
w.is
beginners
lar^e
n.ere
parish at South Paris are Mr. and Mrs. the
week on
FHA Ν KLIN MAXIM,) Select men
A FARMER STRAIGHTENED OUT.
t·. Court Tuesday, and a cousideraprimary scholars. Then she taught •as in town the firstt of the
of
The trousers are
lined.
A. D. Park, Mrs. L. B. Carter and Mrs.
JESSE C. HOWE,
I
the institute the Doxology as she would business.
Mime of business was transacted.
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The Root of All Evil.

Ivors & Pond Pianos.

The Coaservatory Expands.
The New England Conservatory ο
Music is about to move into it» beautifu I
Thii (
new building* on the Back Bay.
is the largeet school of music in thi
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been concede* [
ever since it was founded in 1853 by Dr
Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the depart
ment of pianoforte instruction was being |
developed, a few Ivers Λ Pond piano)
were purchased.
Since then, as the con
servatory has expanded, there hav·
gradually been acquired 268 Ivers «S
Pond pianos. With the expansion in
cidental to muring into the new build
ing, the board of directors of the con
eervatory have placet! their order for 3]
additional Ivers Λ Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Bostoi
art product would be hardly possibh
than 20 years' continued patronage b]
this most critical of musical institutions
From the Boston Herald, the leading
newspaper of New England, in its issu» I
of July 13, 1902.

W. J. WHEELER,
South Paris. Oxford

Agent,
Me.

County,

For Sale!

The T. M. Crocker Homestead

on

Paris Hill,

In order to close the estate, this valuable proj
ertv I· offer*! for sale an·! will be sold at a
bargain. The house Is two story, well a<!apte<l
for two families ami In fair state of repair. Ad
joining this, a large barn The lot contains thret
ami one-half acres, ami on this is a tine orchard
This Is · rare chance to secure a most desirable
Part of the purchase money can
homestead.
remain on mortgage, if desire·!.
Also a small garden lot Dearly ouposite tb«
homestead. Also one undivided half of the Κ
M. Cooper pasture, containing 75 acres more oi
less.
for particulars and terms inquire of
WILSON <k GKAY, South Paris.

Is not money, but disease, and the root
of disease is a run-down condition.
Dr. Parker'β Tonetic Tablets go to the
root of the trouble bj building you up
from the inside nerves to the skin.
A run down condition, an emaciated
a

the symptoms of a debilitated constitution, ami if not corrected in time will
surely result in something very serious,
Dr.
for disease is health disregarded.
Parker's Tonetic Tablets is a package
containing two valuable medicines, Dr.
Parker's Liveroid Tablets and Dr. Parker's Tonetic Tablets. The Liveroid Tablets stimulate and purify the liver and
bowels, and cleanse them of any stagnant
accumulations. They prepare the system
The Tonetic
for the Touetic Tablets.
Tablets make the blood rich and pure,
and thus drive away anaemia, pale and
sallow skin, boils, pimples and other humors.
They strengthen and nourish the
nerves, and upon the nerves depends the
vigor of all the vital organs. They give
an appetite for food, and a good digestion
so that the food nourishes.
They make
Thus
new blood, new tissue, new force.
the whole body is built up, renewed. The
weight goes up, the glow of health returns, the vital organs become vigorous,
the brain becomes clear.
Health, perfect health, waits on you in this product
of the 20th century.
Put up in boxes of 50 Tonetic Tablets
and 6 Liveroid Tablets, at 50c. a box, β
At all druggists, or
boxes for $2.50.
The Dr. Parker Medicine Co., 51-53 Exchange St., Portland, Maine, U. S. A.
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OPTICIAN,

may
description
whether aii

qntclily
IUT»ntti"i is probably patentable. ConioiunleaUonsstrtctlyconOdontlal. Handbook on Patents

Oldest airency for sccurtng patents.
Patents takea through Sluim * (_'o. receive
tpchil nvtic', without chanta. In the
sent free.

Scientific American.

A handsomely '.llnstrated weekly. I.*rve«t circulation of any sctentlflc tournai. Terms. S3 a
year: four months, |L Soldbyall newndealer·.

& Co.361B'β"*",· New York
MUNN
Branch Office. 636 Τ St. Washington, D. U

Eastern Sleamstiip Company.
PORTLAND DIV1SIIOX.
PORTLAND ΑΛΊ» BOSTON LINE.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

boys

Several
who

are

opportuuity

■

quickly.

Cn-iiu K.ilm ;n placed Into the nostrils, spreads
tiie metnbraim and is absorbed. Relief Is IniicUiateaLda cure follows. It is not drying—doe·
a<>t produce saceshis. Large Size, SO oenti at Drug-Ter

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
ness.

Good

open

ships.

No. 132.—Charade.

My second, beheaded.

Gives yiRST without doubt;
For obvious reasons
Third can't find It outt
My second Is evil.
Yet second and third
Will make, when combined.
A muscular word.
As a verb or a number
Hy fourth may appear;
You surely won't totax.
That this Is not clear!
No. 133—·Word Building.
L A letter sometimes Inaudible.
2. A masculine prououn.
8. A much used word, sometimes
called an article and sometimes an ad·

Jective.

4. Makes the thermometer rise.
5. The name of one of the planets.
6. The floor of a fireplace.

gist·» or by mail ; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BitO'i'UEKS, 5β Warren Street, Sew York.

N. PRINCE,
Buckfield, Me.

Railroad Co.
3angor&Aroostook
COXIOLIOATED
RKFtTXDINU

NOKTliA'·!! tiOLI) 4 PERCENT BONDS
I>ue July, 19Λ1, without Option.

Semi Annual Interest, payable January 1st ami
•lulv 1st. Price. «Λ an<l accrue·! Interest, yleltllii)( 4 1-4 per cent. Semi for circular, giving full
• leecrtptlon of bomle.
S, K. MAY A CO., Banker·, Lcwlitoa, X·.

an

to learn the shoe busiare

No. 131.—Riddle.

T.lj's Cream Iî:.!at

about 16 years of age

strong and who wish

to

No. 134.—Half Square.
1. To urge forward. 2. Raging. 3.
Decease. 4. A deep hole. 5. A masculine nickname, β. A letter.
No. 135.—Eaismatlcal River·.
L A vegetable, a protuberance and a
native of Scotland give a river in New

England.

2. A river In Europe, part of the body
and three-fourths of a kind of spice
give a river in the southern states.
3. A state of debt, an elevation and
an exclamation give a river in the
western states.

13<t.—Transposition·.
I ain a word of four letters, meaning
to obtain. Transpose me, and you will
tind a girl's name. Behead me, and I
am part of a verb.
Again transpose
me, and a beverage will be plainly
I can be beheaded twice more,
seen.
first leaving a preposition and lastly an
So.

article.

137.—A Bowl of Nat·.

No.

What
What
What
What
What
What
What
What

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

J. WALDO NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

rhyme?

MASONIC BLOCK,

Telephone

is a beverage?
grows on the feet?
is part of the house?
is a country?

suggests a fog?
is a girl's name?

te an animal?
begins a Mother Goose

How PleBMnti

WANTED !
Peeled

Pulp Wood,

Hemlock and

Poplar,

Oh. I despise the fool who thinks
That only money makes the man.
And yet how pleusant It would be
IX men had cause for Judging me
Upon that foolish plan!

Spruce, Fir,

delivered

station

on

from

Junction

E. W. PENLEY.

PhHgiils,

Jfc.andjl.iAJat Dnigirta

C

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

Μ

application.

The Man

have indigestion, a bilious headreal dyspepsia once
in a while is the exception.
You who do will find a quick
relief from a teaspoonful of the
True "L. F." Atwood's Bitters.
ache or

A LOW PRICE

Wool

ON

35c. a bottle.

—

Carpets

to close out odd

patterns and clean

i:p stock.

%

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,
E. W.

Sts.,

MAINE.
CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
81 rjt or Style at reasonable price·.

Also Window & Door Frames.

: f tn want of aay kind of Finish for Inside or
<>i "«kle work, send in your order·. Pine Lam
I*.· ud Shingles on hand Cheap tor Cash.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.
Meftcbed Herd Wood Floor Boards tor (ale.

E.

W.

Wc* toutr,

*
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Rebuses:
open as hinges do. 2. Not
how much, but how well.
No. 125.—'Transposais: Disease, seaside, is eased.
No. 126.—Mlsaing Rhymes: Hand,
heat, land, conceit
No. 127.—Progressive Enigmas: L
Thorough-fare. 2 Pay-able. 3. PassNo.

Who Doesn't

—

A

124.—Illustrated

butterflies

\
on

0
cor

C

Ν. H.

Catalogues sent

Τ
OAK
FANATIC

Supplies.

Berlin,

age.
Να 128.—Double Beheadings : c Sp-oiL
dc-our. Cl-ear. Cl-over.
STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents.

\

It may be foolish to struggle against
the inevitable, but all have more or less
idmiration for the man who refuses to
let it knock him out in the first round.

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
case, Pease piano, 7$ octave, almost new

for$18S.

One walnut case Poole piano, almost
new, for |1<Μ, worth #250.
One second hand Ivors A Pond piano,
walnut case, for •«SO, worth $300.

I have a nice oak case organ' at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at South
Paris, almost new, for $99
One second hand Worcester organ, 11

stops, in nice condition, for $4SOne second hand Dyer A Hughe·, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost «125, for tM.

One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 9113, worth 9140.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

W. J. Wheeler,
Boxmea block,

judge.
"Guilty," anewered Mr. Ginotte.
Ordinarily that would settle a case.
The judge is supposed to have no alternative except to punish. Judge Finney
the

scowled.

"Young man," he said, "this is

of a

a case

You
this man with an inkIt's so serious I'll take the mat-

most

aggravated

actually struck

assault.

stand.
ter under advisement."

A little life may be sacrificed to a sudlen attack of croup, if you don't have
[>r. Thomas' Eclectric Oil on hand for
;he emergency.

Willie—"Have you heard the latest,
Sus?" Gus—"No."
Willie—"Çholly's
lalf-brother is engaged to Reggie's halflieter."
>ne?"

Gus—"When will

"Neglected colds

they

be made

fat graverarde." Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup
men
and
women
to
a
lelps
happy, vigor>us old age.

make

Johnson—"He said I was an addle>ated jackass. What do you advise me
ο do about it?" Jackson—"See a good

veterinary."

Terrible plagues, those itching, pesering diseases of the skin. Put an end
ο the misery. Doan's Ointment cures.
it any drug store.
"Isn't it funny, papa?" said Willie, as
played with the typewriter. "When
use a pen, my writing is very different
rom yours, but with this machine you
ouldn't tell 'em apart."
te

Bad blood and indigestion are deadly I
nemies to good health. Burdock Blood
Utters destroys them.

Somehow the game that Is not worth j
he candle nevçr lacks for either players ι
'
candle·.

r

mealy.

place,
together for

»

minute, yet they

Out

very

plausible explanation

another tkr was then added and more
earth piled up on each side of it This
the dome
process was repeated until

Then the
and arches were reached.
earth was rounded off to the desired
shape and the stone cemented together
When
on the surface of the ground.

had elapsed for the morConstant motion jars the
kidneys sufficient time become
as hard as the
set and
which are kept in place in the body by tar to
workmen dug out the
delicate attachments. This is the reason stone Itself, the
was ready
that travelers, trainmen, street car meu, dirt from the church, and it
teamsters and all who drive very much for the finishing touches.
suffer from kidney disease in some form.
Labor must have been cheap and
Foley's Kidney Cure strengthens the plentiful in those days to perform euch
kidneys and cures all forms of kidder a stupendous task, and there is ample
and bladder disease. Geo. II. Hauean,
and
reason to believe that it was cheap
locomotive engineer, Lima, O., writes,
Star.
"Constant vibration of the engine caused plentiful.—Washington
me a great deal of trouble with my kidI used
neys, and I got no relief until
OMELET.
CAPE TOWN
Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. ShurtlefT
HE "NAME") NAMES."
Four eggs well beaten; soak a slicffof & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxstale white bread in half a pint of milk ford.
Λ Correspondent Who Violated the
and mash to pulp, and mix with the
Gerir.an Journalistic Code.
of
"My son's getting a collection
eggs, add popper and salt. Fry in butter;
The
American newspaper thinks It
havall
we're
serve hot.
coins," said Farley, "and
to make clear the source of
essential
intermuch
so
he'e
ing quite a rest, for
An interview
MUSHROOM OMELET.
ested that it kecpe him quite quiet." important statements.
nameless statesman whose
Wash and clean one-half pound of "My son's also getting a collection of with a
mushrooms, cut in pieces and fry gently coins," answered Hawley, but he keeps identity cannot even be guessed from
in a little butter for ten minutes; when us in a constant state of commotion. the context is put down in American
cool add to a mixture of four or five well You see, ho swallows his."
newspaper parlance as "a fake." put
beaten eggs, a little salt and pepper.
is the methoa in
WHAT IS FOLEY'S KIDNEY CURE? the^opposlte method
Cook as you would a plain omelet.
continental countries of Europe.
a prescrip- the
is
hâm
is
made
from
that
minced
It
knows
Answer:
one
Every
and There it is an unpardonable offense to
very good added to an omelet; so also is tion of a leading Chicago physician,
.chopped lamb with a sprig of parsley one of the most eminent in the country. name your informant
This knowledge I purchased at rathexcellent The ingredients are the purest that
minced fine. These make
breakfast dishes. Almost any kind of money can buy, and are scientifically er an inconvenient price when I had
vegetable can be chopped and added to combined to got their utmost value. F. been but three mouths in Berlin as corthe eggs, if one so desires. Cooked A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin respondent of the American Associated
spinach is very nice when placed, a Stevens, Oxford.
Tress. It was in the early autumn of
couple of large spoonfuls in the centre of
Bismarck's successor In the unDangerous architecture. Mose Med- 1804.
a plain omelet just before you double it
ders—"It seems ter me, Josh, that them safe chair of the Imperial chancellor.
over.
in N' York must General Count Caprlvi, had resigned
Some cooks find that adding boiling twenty-story buildin's
(just early in the evening after a stormy
water instead of milk makes an omelet be dangoro»*." Josh Ilayrick
back).—"They bo, Mose! Why, a feller meeting with the kaiser. At 10 o'clock
more tender.
at
'em
look
and
up
A very good rule to follow in regard can't hardly stop
that night Caprlvi accorded me an inor
to the size of your omelet, is to allow without hevin' his pocket picked,
terview. He did not request that his
on!"
an'
down
knocked
stepped
one egg and one tablespoon of hot water bein'
name be withheld. In my ignorance
to
to each person; it is easier though,
I quoted him in my cablegram that
A LESSON IN HEALTH.
have a light and fluffy omelet if you do
Ills talk to me had been brief,
the
filter
night.
impurites
better
or
five
kidneys
four
Healthy
not exceed
eggs;
do this but to the point. lie had told me of
unless
and
the
blood,
they
from
than
one
rather
two
small
make
ones,
Kid- the causes that had led to his loss of
large. Separate the yolks and whites, good health is impossible, joley's
kidneys and will favor with the kaiser and to his retirebeating separately. Mix them just be- ney Cure makes allsound
forms of kidney anil
fore putting in the pan. Always use positively cure
ment.
the
butter for frying, about a tablcspoonful. bladder disease. It strengthens
But I had unwittingly violated one
Fold tlie^ omelet over while it is still whole system. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., of the first
principles in the code of
Oxford.
And I
fluffy and creamy, before it becomes set- South Paris. Orin Stevens,
German journalistic ethics.
tled.' It should not take more than three
Worried Her. Mrs. Chatter- reaped a whirlwind of abuse for it
Had
It
minutes to cook.
toon—"Bridget, that pitcher you broke "That news is bogus—must be bogus,
this morning belonged to my great you know." said the German newspaPOTATO NESTS.
Bridget (relieved)
Take a cupful of cooked rice, two grandmother."
pers and their correspondents, "for,
uv that! Sure, Oi was
"Well. Oi'm
don't you see, he has quoted Caprlvi."
chopped olives and the beaten yolk of an afroid it wasglad
somethin' yez had jusC
For years the reputation thus earned
egg. Season with salt, popper, and a little olive oil or melted butter. Form into bought lately."
made my work doubly hard. Whenthe shape and size of a pigeon's egg, dip
ever I happened into one of the deA REVELATION.
into batter and fry a pale brown. Cut
will
be
a
it
partments a whisper ran round, "That
If you will make inquiry
from largo potatoes a quantity of long,
I
to Is the man who names names!"
thin strips, and build the framework of revelation to you how many succumb
in one form never quite got over this during my
a nest with these inside a wire frying- kidney or bladder troubles
basket; then drop the basket into hot or another. If the patient is not beyond long stay in Berlin.—Wolf von Schierlard and fry. It will help keep the shape medical aid, Foley's Kidney Cure *will brand in World's Work.
disappoints. F. A.
intact if each potato "twig" is touched cure. It never
with beaten egg wherever it overlaps Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin
another twig. When fried, the baskets Stevens, Oxford.
will retain their form all right. Fill
THE BABY OYSTER.
"It seems to me," remarked the cuswith the savoury eggs, and servo very
market
tomer as she watched the man at
hot.
It· Habit* In It» Home on the Floor
trim the slice of ham she had bought,"
of the Deep.
of
that
PAltlSIAX EOGS.
"you are wasting a good deal
The oyster is most interesting during
he
said,
meat." "Not at all, madam,"
some cups and sprinkle them
babyhood, says Charles Frederick
inside with chopped parsley. Break an genially; "I weighed it iirst."
Stansbury In Outing. Its manner of
egg into each, dust with salt qnd popper
making a set suggests the sublime conin
cookhot
and stand the cups
water;
to Mother*.
Important
of childhood. It prefers to adfidence
are
until
the
in
oven
the
them
eggs
ing
bottle or CASTORXA,
here to odd objects, and Its childish
Turn out on a dish and HP""'*·»" carefully every
set quite firm.
and
children,
infants
for
rare
remedy
a safe and
taste In this direction often encompour around them a sauce made from
It
tomatoes rubbed through a sieve, thick- aod see that
passes its destruction. If an old boot,
ened slightly and tlavored with musha waterlogged box, a brick, a lump of
Bean the
room catsup.
coal or piece of discarded and fracof
—

OMELET.

Six eggs, one scant cupful of milk, one
even teaspoonful of corn starch, one cupful of cold boiled ham, chopped very
fine. Beat the whites and the yolks of
the eggs separately. Beat them lightly
togetlier without mixing thoroughly.
Add tho milk in which the corn starch
has been dissolved, and last of all stir the
Pour into
minced ham in very quickly.
a buttered pudding dish and bake immediately in a hot, steady oven for fifteen minutes. Should it brown too
rapidly, cover until the omelet is fairly
set. Do not lot it stand after it loaves
tho oven as it will fall and become
heavy. It will require a little longer
for cooking than one made without
meat.

Signature
b UN For Over SO Yeara.

Tbfl Kind You Bava Always Jtoofbt

Teacher—"Now,

children,

give an example of a toothless
Anders
(briskly,—"My old
mother."

can you
animal?"

grand-

Hank Teller—"I can't cash this check
for you without identification." Uncle
Abner (with dignity)—"Mister, I told
ye I was Abner Oatcake o' Squeehawket,
an' I'd like to know who kin know that
any better'η
WILL

myself!"

CURE

CONSUMPTION.

tured crockery lies upon the bed of the
where a set is in progress, the
young oysters or eggs will cluster thick
and fast upon it showing a very decided preference as against the surrounding natural anchorage. I have
even seen a pair of corsets that could
never again hope to imprison the waist
of lovely woman entirely covered with
Thus does Naa set of young oysters.
ocean

·
ture pay her tribute to Art.
A favorite foundation for life adopted by sensible young oysters Is upon
the shells of their ancestors long since
defunct and for this reason many
planters strew the bottom of their
clutch" in the
holdings with such
hope that the wandering ova will stop
and there adopt a local habitation.
Lying thus upon the floor of the
deep, the young oyster begins to grow,
and iu doing so invariably points hie

A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark., writes,
"Foley's Honey and Tar is the best
preparation for coughs, colds and lung
trouble. I know that it has cured conSWEET OMELET.
A
F. A.
in the first stages."
sumption
A sweet omelet is very desirable for a Shurtleff &
Co., South Paris. Orin
uncheon dessert or a home dinner and
Stevens, Oxford.
is made in the first place exactly like a
attitude
in
the
fold
you place
plain omelet and
His Honor—"I'm going to make an little "bill" heavenward, an
some jam or jelly and dust the whole
of you by committing you as a that he maintains throughout life if
example
with powdered sugar. An orange ome- nuisance."
Tired Tatters—"Yose das- undisturbed.
As he grows older his
let is very delicate. Place between the sent, Jedge." His Honor—"Why not?"
shell is often used by the flora of the
folds some slices of fine ripe orange, and Tired Tattets—" 'Cause its again de law
sea as an anchorage, and thus he is apt
Dat's why."
sugar well; garnish the dish with orange ter commit er nuisance.
to be found enveloped in the foliage of
slices.
the curious oyster sponge, corallne, red
OMELETTE AU CELERI.
and green sea lettuce and other quaint
of algse and sea grasses. The
In plain English celery ornolet is a
3ures a Cold in One Day, Crip in 2 Days species
very dainty and palatable dish. Take
dogwinkle, too, and his cousin, the pertwo eggs and beat the yolks until light
iwinkle, are very fond of attaching
and thick, then add two tablespoonfule
their eggs to the shell of the oyster,
of milk, two tablespoonfule of chopped
each one by α delicate stem, causing
celery and season with salt and pepper
A luxury becomes a necessity just as It to appear like some curious sea
to taste. Beat up the whites very stiff soon as we can afford to have it.
flower.
aud stir them very slightly into the
mixture. Cook in a hot buttered omelet
the
"And why," asked
teacher,
The Soldier'· Laat March.
pan till brown on one side, then place in "should we always hold the aged in
the oven until the top is dry and fold respect?" 14 'Cause it's generally the
Why Is It that the most solemn servover and serve.
old men that has all the money," Robbie ice ever devised by man, the stately
replied.
hush of the vast cathedral, the imposOYSTEIt OMELET.
robes, the stained glass windows,
Take five large oysters and place them TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY ing
the pealing organ, all fade into insigin a pan over the fire and heat them until Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
that soul stirring, simthe juice fiows. Drain this carefully off All druggists refund the money if it nificance beside
E. W. Grove's signature ple act—the trumpeting out of "taps"
and cut each oyster into small pieces. fails to cure.
No
over the body of a dead, soldier?
Season to taste with salt and a dash of on each box. 25c.
man who has ever heard It either on
cayenne pepper. Now take one scant
John—"It's an easy matter for a man the field of battle, at the quiet army
teaspoonful of flour and cook in one
tableepoonful of butter and add to the to get married. All he has to do is to post or In the haven of these weak and
this
into
tho
Stir
wellfind a bigger fool than he 1»." Kate— shattered units of the Grand Army of
oyster juice.
beaten yolks of three eggs, then add the "Yes, but it is rather difficult for some
the Republic, ever forgets it. For the
oystère. Beat the whites of the eggs men to do that, I imagine."
bugle notes seem to take into their own
until very stiff and add. Cook in an
the tears, the
omelet pan and wheu brown underneath
Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly all embracing cadence
fold over and serve.—McCall's Magazine. adapted for asthma, bronchitis and memories, the shattered hopes and the
F. A. Shurtleff <& Co., long farewell.
Johif R. Rathom in
hoarseness.
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Scribner's.
What Isa Nice Woman?
"Whatever became of that greyhound
Saw Hi· Flnlah.
A man said that his idea of a nice
you had?" "Killed himself." "Really?"
"Are you preparing to die?" a&ed
woman was one who was charmed with
small
to
a
on
the
catch
tried
fly
"Yes;
what he said, and paid very little atten- of his back and miscalculated. Bit him- the elderly female of the condemned
tion to the things he did.
prisoner.
self in two."
A nice woman is one who says good"No, ma'am, I ain't" replied the vicand
with
a
smile
of
one
You naver heard
using tim of circumstances. "But the feller
good-night
any
morning
with a blessing.
and
not
and
Tar
being in the next cell can staDd a lot of talk.
Foley'e Honey
A nice woman is one who doesn't make satisfied. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South
You might call on him."—Chicago
at
hand
with
her
suffer
second
Orin
Oxford.
Paris.
aches,
Stevens,
you
News.
nor expect you to think there is but one
Brute—"There goes a man whom I
doctor in the world, and that he is the
A· Other· See Him.
one of her choice.
envy; and curious as it may seem, he
me." Friend—"How can that be?"
envies
A nice woman is one who ie evenly
"Ah, he'll never be able to fill his -fapleased with the weather—that is, the Brute—"We were both after the same ther's shoes 1"
temperature does not affect her temper, woman—and I married her."
"No; but he thinks his hat would
and when the skies rain water she does
ail
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no come down over the old man's ears,,
not shower tears and groans everywhere.
and can safely be given to chil- right"—Chicago Record-Herald.
A nice woman is one who can eat what opiates
dren. F. A. Sbertleff & Co., South
is set before her, wear the clothes she
Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
Baeenraflaf.
possesses, and do both with amiability
Tom—Has she given you any «n&nd without envy.
the
of
an
white
To
bring
egg up quick- couragemeat?
A nice woman is one who sees the niceness in you and me and all the rest of ly to a froth, add two or three drops of
Dick—I should say so. She stalls me
of
Instead
lemon
our
juioe.
the world, and as she obliterates
taking the the will have all tbs old
the
of
will
usual
time,
to
do
it
us
too.
process
beating
baits she makes
try
That's the nloe woman.
only take five minâtes.

Î aiatfve ftromo

jjis

feel-

Doan's

Quinine

—

mnte^ntattb

•

What is CASTORIA

PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,
It is Pleasant. It
and
Syrups.
Soothing
goric, Drops
other Narcotic
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
Worms
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys
and Wind
Diarrhoea
cures
It
and allays Feverishness.
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
the
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates
natural
and
sleep.
healthy
Stomach and Bowels, giving
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend·

Kidney Pills

remove
bring new life and activity,
from
the pain and cure the cause, diacommon backache to dangerous

betes.
Market
Mr. L. T. Wilson, sallmaker on "I constreet, Portmouth, N. H., says:
me
affected
tracted a very bad cold which
of the
In the loins and In the upper part some
chest. causing distressing lameness,
I was quite stiffened
urinary difficulty and
had read considerable about
tip. Ah I
went to PhllbrlckTl
I
Pills
Doan's Kidney
box. They went to the
pharmacy and got a did
not use but part of
1
and
spot at once,
trouble. I
the box before I was quite over my
or
my box to a friend,
I gave the bnlnnce
al·
nnd there was plenty to cure him,
though neither of us are very lightweights.

prepared

am

from my

GENUINE

p.

w.

ALWAYS

Signature of

personal experience
to

The KM You toe Always Bought

PHOTOGRAPHIC

In Use For Over 30 Years.

SUPPLIES !

ΠΑίιη,

*J3 Ή alii Hi.. South
Mall orders

CASTORIA
Bears the

highly
and from their effects on others You
can
recommend Doan's Kidney PHI*.
refer to me."
Foe»
cents.
For «ale by all druggists: 50
ter-Mllburn Co., Buffalo, Ν. Y.

&

AUow no one to deceive you in this.

"
are but
All Counterfeits, Imitations and Just-as-good"
the health of
and
endanger
with
trifle
that
Experiments
Infiuits and Children—Experience against Experiment.

headaches and urinary troubles, pain·
fal and annoying.

I

\V\\Λ-\\ν

has been
The Kind Yoa Have Always Bought» and which
of
In nee for over 30 years, has borne the signataire
and has been made nnder hie pereona' supervision since its infancy.

That "played eat·*—"done up"
for every
ing makes life miserable backache·,
sufferer from Kidney ills,

of the won-

derful feats of architecture.
It was recorded that when one tier
of stone was laid about the base of the
building earth was carried and heaped
up to B'e level of the highest stones;

■·.

V\

are

there and are as solid as though bnllt
of steel.
It remained for an assayer from
Denver who had settled in northern
Mexico to solve the mystery. He cultivated the friendship of a priest and
persuaded him to aid in his investigations. Together they went through the
musty records stored in the church
vuuHs, which run back for two or
three centuries, and there they found
what appears to be a truthful and

water, and remove the shells. Melt two
tableepoonfule of butter in asucepan;
when hot, stir in four tablespounfuls of
flour and stir until smooth, then add
gradually one and one-half cupfuls of
milk and stir until thick. Season with
salt, popper and onion juice. Add the
eggs coarsely chopped and a little minced
When
parsley and set aside to cool.
cold mould into cutlets, flouring the
hands. Rub in egg and bread crumbs
and fry in hot fat.

ISAKED HAM

Key to the Puilcr.
2.
1. Face.
Μα 119.—Metagram :
Dace. 3. Pace. 4. Mace. 5. Lace. 6.
to Bethel, the Race.
Lewiston
No. 120.—Syncopations: 1. Mo-u-ra.
coming year.
2. Po-u-nd. 8. Oa-u-ge. 4. Ro-u-se. 5.
Co-u-pe. 0. Bo-u-rn. 7. Ga-u-ze. 8.
Mo-u-th. 9. Ro-u-te.
No. 121.—Charade: Stock-still.
West Paris, March 30, 1903.
No. 122.—Hidden 8tates: 1. Call-eyefour-nigh-a, California. 2. Miss-sour-I,
PARKER'S
Missouri. 3. Lou-easy-anna, Louisiana.
HAIR BALSAM
Ct«UM'« and brtutifkt the hair.
4. Mass-say-chew-eets, Massachusetts.
:rj
a
luxuriant jruwth.
Never Fall» to Keatoro Gray
Να 123.—Connected Diamonds:
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cun;· acalp ilitraar· ft hair taliiag.
IL
I.
cars

at any railroad

other side, a man very unpopular with
all judges and attorneys, grew abusive.
Then he became so insulting that young
Ginotte's French blood boilod over and
ho threw a heavy inkstand at the man,
striking him on the head. The rest was
tha| Ginotte was arrested for disturbing
the peace. Ho went before Judge Finney the next morning in the police court.
"Are you guilty or not guilty?" asked

CASTOR ΙΑ

Played

tects from nil ovfer the world have
been astonished and puzzled by the
There are great
intrudes in stone.
arches and domes composed entirely
of small pieces of stone cemented together. According to all the rules of
construction, these arches and domes
could not have been built in the flrat
and In the second would not hold

Sutter

I only beShe—You're a flatterer.
lieve half you tell me.
He—Then I'll tell you twice as much,
and you'll have to believe it all!

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

nut
nut
nut
nut
nut
nut
nut
nut

Good Arithmetic.

NORWAY.

Connection.

picture

You dread me and carefully shun me,
yet the churchgolng man pays money
for me. I hold only a few people yet
I
have room In me for large
am often written upon and am put in

In alt its stages there

IN SHOE FACTORY.

I

What poet's name does the
suggest?—New York Tribune.

should bo clean.iue-8.

general housework, must
family small, washing

Boys Wanted

they

m

clean "es, soother ar'! Krils
'he diseased membr.ne.
ee
It cures catarrh in·!
iw .y a co»d ία lue Ucud

It was when Judge Ginotte was a
young law etudent in the office of TichHe had a casé in one of
enor & Warner.
the justices1 courts one day, which had
been postponed on two or three occasions. On thie particular day he demanded a trial. The lawyer on the

He still has it under advisement, and
the reason can be understood from the
conversation between the judge and Mr.
Tichcnor after court had adjourned on
OMELET OF FINK HERDS.
the same day of the trial.
"You took Ginotte's case under adPrepare as above, but add a teaspoonful of finely chopped parsley and a small visement?'' asked Mr. Tichenor.
union also chopped.
"Yes," answered the judge, "but I
ought to have lined him for not breaking
EGG CUTLET.
f that fellow's neck!"—Kansas City Star.
Cook four eggs a long time to make
TRAVELING IS DANGEROUS.
Chill them in cold
are
sure

the ground with great care.

waited!

Offices, Foster's Wharf, Boston, Mass.

Take six eggs well beaten. Add a
dessertspoonful of cold water, this will
Put a piece of
render the omelet light.
butter half the size of an egg in your
pan, and heat well, then turn the eggs
into the pan and cook gently for a minute
or two; be careful not to have a very
hot fire. A good omelet should not be
cooked solid; the centre part should be
almost liquid; stir until the mixture
looks lumpy, then cease, but shake the
pan to prevent the omelet from sticking
Fold it over, and slide on a
or burning.
very hot dish, the underneath part on
the pan, being the top on the dish.

GimiH

FARE ONLY $1.00.

General

PLAIN OMELET.

Nasal

Girl for
To Se* Coast and Interior Kcaort· ol
\'«w Hug laud.
be good cook,
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf. Portland, ami
India Wharf, Boston, dally, except Sunday, aJ done out.
7 Λ0 r. m.
Through ticket* Issued and baggage checked
MRS. Κ.
for New York, Philadelphia and Washington
via all rail and Sound Unes.
Freight rates always as low as other Unes.
AU'freight via this Une Insured against lire
And marine risk.
J. F. Liscumb, Agent, Franklin Wharf,
Portland.
Α. H. H an set >M, G. P. A T. A.
Calvin Austin, Vice Prvs't A Gen'l Manager.

table.

bring

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,

Φ

is wrong and comes from not knowing
exactly how to do it. If you study the
following recipes you ought to turn out
an omelet that will make the family sit
up and smile when they see the^reakfast

Ko. ISO.—A Poet.

Ν Κ VΚ Κ OUT.

us

WALKER &

A. W

Omelets and

Aeroitle.

DO YOU WANT IT?

J

A

^

* sketch and
uncertain our opinion free

Other Egg Dainties.
Not one woman in a thousand knowe
My whole 1b a pleasant season.
think
1. No man has 'two. 2. Desire· of how to make an omelet. She may
she does, but the result is too often, alas !
8.
with
expectation.
good joined
—instead of being the light and airy
Heeds. <L To pretend. 5. Sounds. β.
nothing that is served in France—a sort
Dwarf.
of solidified fried custard. All of which
H·. 1M—C«atrftl

nerves,

Sand. Ac.

Anvone «ending

3ΉΕ PUZZLES

worn-out digestion, shattered
sleepless nights, aching limbs and
head and back, loss of appetite—these are

body,

CHURCHES OF MEXICO.
The Court's View of Its Own Lenity.
Judge Hamilton Finney, who is visit- They Arc Greet Cariosities From H
ing friends in Kansas City, was formerly
Architectural Itmadpolat
and he has by long
Correspondence on topic* of Interest to the UmII-î police judge here,
From an architectural standpoint the
Usolicited. Address: Kdltor Ηομκμαηκκ·" odds the time record for holding a case
Column. Oxford Democrat. Paris. Hslau.
under advisement. Twenty years is the churches of Mexico arc the most wontime and the case is not decided yet.
derful churches in the world. Archi-

HOMEMAKERS" COLUMN.

Pari*,

NEW YORR CITY.
TMC CENTAUR COMMNV, TT MURRAY STREET,

ΙΊ «·

promptly filled.

PULP WOOD WANTED

For the International Paper Co.

Spruce, Fir and Hemlock pulp
at Urand Trunk stations, from
to Locke's Mille.

wood, delivered I
Mechanic Falls

J. M. DAY.

Bryant's Pond,

Me.

■PainkilW
(PEKKY DAVIS')

the seaman's friend, for cholera,
cramps orchitis. It acts like magic.
Take no substitute. Price 25c. 4 50c.

DO YOU WANT STEADY

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

PROBATE NOTICES.*
To all persons Interested In either of the estates I

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
outfit
necessary, exclusive territory,
free. Apply at once.

hereinafter name<l :
At a Probate Court held at Rum font Falls, In
and fur the County of Oxford, on the second Tuee.
day of May,In the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and three, the following matter
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby Ordered :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxat South
ford Democrat, a newspaper
I'arls, In said County, that they may appear at η
on the
at
Paris,
be
held
to
Probate Court
third Tuesday of June, A. D. 1903, at nine of the
clock In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
they sec cause :

published

PROBATE NOTICE*.

To &1I persons Interested In either of the estate
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Huinford Falls,
tn and for the County of Oxford, on the second
Tuesday of May, In the year of our Lord one
The followthousand nine hundred and three.
ing matter having been presented tor tho action
la hereby
It
thereupon hereinafter Indicated,
Ordered:
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Ox
lord Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Parle, In said County, that they may appear at η
Probate Court to he held at ►ryeburg, on
the llrst Tuesday of Juoe, A. U. 19U3,atl) of the
clock in the forenoon, and lie heard thereon if
see cause.

LUCY Λ. OSGOOD, late of II I rum, deceased;
will and |>etltlon lor probate thereof presented
by George \V. Osgood, the executor therein
named.

99 A. Main Street.

Mention thU paper.

published

JOHN R. WELD, late of Canton, deceased;
flrut account presented for allowance by Margery C. Weld, administratrix.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Court
A true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.

they

HOMER N. CHASE & CO., Auburn, Me.

MOST

LIBERAL
OFFER
OF
THE
YEAR.

ADDISON E. IIEItltICK,.Judge of said Court.
Λ truc copy—attest :
Λ LltKKT D. PARK. Register.

The New-York
Tribune Farmer
is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at tlie head of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmers,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from tinfarm through practical method*
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful t<>
the farmer's wife, sons and daughters, whose interests it
covers in an attractive manner.
The regular price is èl.00 per year, but for a limite·!
time we will receive your subscription for THE NEWYORK TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own
favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Both Papers One Year lor Only $1.15.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat.
South Paris, Maine.

Your name and address on a postal card to Thl:
NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

bring

you free

sample

copy.

When in want of

We want a boy
in every town to
work for us after

IVEHtf*

Saturdays.

Over 3000 boys
now at the work.

just

$15.00

a

call and

week.

We have just received
of Cambridge Steel Plows, Eclipse
and King Corn Planters, The National reversible sulky plow, also tho
Syracuse reversible sulky plow.
To aid in the spring work there is
nothing equal to the

BOY

who is willing to devote a few
hours each week to this work can
earn

many dollars telling

Saturday
Evening Post
The

mosey required to start. Write us
to-day and we will send the first
week's supply of ten copies free.
These are sold at 5 cents each, and
will provide capital to order the next
week's supply at wholesale rates.

We also have the hand plow culti-

tivators and weeders for

Very truly yours,

South Paris, Maine.

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Satsuma Interior Enamels

Mats, Mirrors

paint.

&

They work easy, make a smooth surface, and any one can apply them to
wails, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
beatmful tints. The eurface is nonabsorbont and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

Spar

Masury's

Varnish,

For sale by,

Mur&lo, «to.,
Liquid Painta,

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

NVfl ΓABBS*

Mil—1

worked

hauling logs. Also
pairs of fresk horses

also several

the

through

two

just

good driving

winter

or

three

received,

horses.

W.J Wheeler,

South Paris. Me.

SALESMEN WANTED.
Salary

or

commission;

no

e*perlen<·"

neç·
oullij

money tulcunctd for aepenstt;
Solicit orders for our ouvrante*'
Nursery Stock. Write us at once for term»
ami secure the beat territory.

cs·ftrv;

KitEÊ.

THE R. G. CHASE CO., MALDEN, MASS.

Livery Slock for Sale !

horses, two-seated carriages,
top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle
(open), 1 nice three seated
wagon, harness, whips, robes, etc.
Will lease stable to run livery business.
This it a nice, clean livery
No
stock and excellent opening.
competition. Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903
10

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Railroad and

been

Mouldings «J* carriages

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Chieatf·.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coach

and

I have several pairs of large work
horses for sale.
These horses have

20

High Grade Portrait Work

Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer will
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Enamels" at the
same price as ordinary paint.
FREE Color card and our booklet, "flow to
Refurnish the Homo Without Buying New Fur.
nlture."

Made by Heath &

use.

Heavy Team Horses.

A. W. Walker &. Son,

Booklet containing photographs of torn·
of onr most successful boy agents, with
letters tdlinf bow they work, sent free
Tfcs Curtis PabHshtat Coap—y
4M Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

better than

garden

NORWAY, MAINE.

lino

Spreader.

$225 ia Extra Cash Prises Next Maalh

/ are

new

Miller Manure Pulverizer and

Among neighbors and relatives. He
can begin at once.
Absolutely so

Optician.

see

a

AN Ύ

HILLS,

Jewelef and Graduate

A. W. Walker & Son.

Some make $10.00
to

Harrows, Corn
Planters, etc.,

ρ os*

school hours and
on

Plows, Harrows,
Cultivators, Disk

Nichols St.,

SOUTH PARIS.

SALESMEN WANTED

Oxford and adjacent counties.
Salary or
xnunlaslon. Address
Τ ILK VICTOR OIL COMPAJTT,

m

Clmlaad, Okie.

Home Telephone Call. 103 5.
Andrews House Stable Call. 10812.

Lady Help
the

Inquire

on

Wanted.

premises,

of the

Mason Manufacturing Co.,
South Paris.

